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Abstract
This thesis performs a performance comparison on existing hyperspectral target detection algo-
rithms. The algorithms chosen for this analysis include multiple adaptive matched filters and
the physics based modeling invariant technique. The adaptive matched filter algorithms can be
divided into either structured (geometrical) or unstructured (statistical) algorithms. The dif-
ference between these two categories is in the manner in which the background is characterized.
The target detection procedure includes multiple pre-processing steps that are examined
here as well. The effects of atmospheric compensation, dimensionality reduction, background
characterization, and target subspace creation are all analyzed in terms of target detection
performance. At each step of the process, techniques were chosen that consistently improved
target detection performance. The best case scenario for each algorithm is used in the final
comparison of performance.
The results for multiple targets were computed and statistical matched filter algorithms were
shown to outperform all others in a fair comparison. This fair comparison utilized a FLAASH
atmospheric compensation for the matched filters that was equivalent to the physics based
invariant process. The invariant technique was shown to outperform the geometric matched
filters that it uses in its approach. Each of these techniques showed improvement over the SAM
IV
V
algorithm for three of the four targets analyzed. Multiple theories are proposed to explain the
anomalous results for the most difficult target.
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Hyperspectral target detection algorithms are utilized to find a variety of targets in remotely
sensed images collected in hundreds of contiguous, narrow spectral bands. Many different algo-
rithms have been developed to perform this task based on numerous theories and assumptions.
These algorithms have been developed for various images and targets with differing uses in
mind. There also exists numerous pre-processing steps and algorithms that can affect detection
results. The multiple pre-processing and detection algorithms can be combined to create nu-
merous procedures for locating targets. The abundance of different target detection algorithms
and procedures has created the problem of finding the best detection method for a specific
data set. The goal of this thesis is to determine an optimal detection procedure, consisting of
pre-processing and detection algorithms, for a given target and image data set.
This goal will be accomplished by performing a target detection experiment utilizing a
collection of pre-processing and hyperspectral target detection algorithms. The selection of
detection techniques includes several well developed algorithms as well as some that are more
state of the art. Pre-processing steps are examined on a smaller scale and are not the main
focus of this work. Multiple procedures will be created and implemented in order to accomplish
this goal.
1
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The creation and implementation of these procedures, as described above, represents a
majority of the thesis work but only the first part of this project. The second part involves
analyzing the results. Performance metrics will be calculated from these results and analyzed.
Conclusions drawn by using these metrics will include rankings of the detection algorithms
examined. This will be performed for multiple targets in the hope of specifying different pre-
ferred algorithms for various data sets. Several different performance metrics will be used to
accomplish this task.
Tasks
• Identify classes of hyperspectral target detection algorithms.
• Identify specific algorithms within classes.
• Identify appropriate pre-processing algorithms.
• Develop procedure for implementation of detection algorithms using pre-processing algo-
rithms and different calculations of variables.
• Implement algorithm procedures on common data sets.
• Vary input data to algorithms (including target, background, and pre-processing algo-
rithms)
• Calculate performance metrics.




Remote sensing can broadly be defined as the study and extraction of information about an
object without physically contacting it. From this definition it is easy to see how fields ranging
from vision and medical imaging to sonar and space probes all perform some type of remote
sensing. A narrower subdivision of remote sensing, discussed here, deals with digital image pro-
cessing (DIP) of overhead, aerial and satellite, passive hyperspectral remotely sensed images.
Overhead, aerial and satellite images imply a high altitude downward-looking sensor aimed at
a scene. Spectral characteristics and hyperspectral data are the main topics of this chapter. A
passive remote sensing system implies that there is no man-made active source used to illumi-
nate the scene. Uses for remotely sensed scenes include meteorology, oceanography, forestry,
reconnaissance, geography, and atmospheric studies.
2.2 Hyperspectral Remote Sensing
Hyperspectral imagery is obtained by collecting energy from numerous narrow regions of the
electromagnetic (EM) spectrum called bands. This includes the visual region as well as short
3
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to long wave infrared (IR) regions (see Figure 2.1). This use of imagery beyond the visual
allows more information to be extracted from a scene in much the same way as increasing
spatial resolution. An example of this is using thermal infrared imagery to look at temperature
differences in a scene that are not visible to the human eye.
Figure 2.1: Electromagnetic Spectrum [Schott 97].
2.2.1 Spectral Characteristics
The unique spectral characteristics of objects enable them to be differentiated from one another.
In order to maximize the benefits of this unique spectral property, high spectral resolution
images are necessary. These are obtained by imaging over a wide range of contiguous narrow
spectral regions of a scene. This study of the spectral nature of objects is known as spectroscopy.
It is easy to discern different objects visually by their color. Grass and pavement appear vastly
different to the eye. They also exhibit drastically different spectral shapes. Spectroscopy
allows us to discriminate between visually similar objects as well. For example, differences
between healthy and unhealthy vegetation along with early camouflage and vegetation can be
distinguished. In Figure 2.2, this difference is noticed in the infrared portion of the spectrum
where vegetation exhibits a much higher reflectance than camouflage.
This thesis will make use of the unique spectral characteristics of materials in order to locate
desired objects in a scene. Individual material spectra can be measured using a spectrometer.
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Figure 2.2: Reflectance comparison of vegetation and early camouflage [Schott 97].
In order to obtain the spectra of an entire scene larger imaging spectrometers must be used.
2.2.2 Hyperspectral Data
The spectral characteristics of objects can only be utilized when relevant hyperspectral data
has been obtained. These images, whether aerial or space-based, are generally obtained from
one of four basic imager designs. A linescanner system collects one line of radiance data, pixel
by pixel, in a line perpendicular to its flight line. The whisk-broom system also acquires data
perpendicular to the flight line except that more than one line of data is acquired at a time. A
push-broom system requires large linear array detectors spread across the entire across-track
direction. Lastly, a framing array system works essentially the same way that a camera works.
A large two dimensional array is used to record the scene. Each of these sensor designs can be
enhanced to obtain spectral data through various means. Diffraction gratings, monochrometers,
or filters can be used to isolate spectral data in narrow contiguious bands to be recorded by
a sensor. The ability to record spectral information in numerous contiguous bands makes a
sensor hyperspectral [Schott 97].
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Hyperspectral data obtained from any of these sensor types allow us to take advantage of the
spectral characteristics of objects as described previously. The spectral and spatial information
is contained in a large 3-dimensional data cube. The increased dimensionality of information
can be seen in the hyperspectral data cube in Figure 2.3. The increased dimensionality of
spectral data allows for more information to be extracted from a scene. It can clearly be seen
that more can be learned from a color image than a grayscale image.
Figure 2.3: Hyperspectral data cube [Schott 97].
Hyperspectral data cubes are used in conjunction with material spectra in this thesis. The
goal is to extract information from the data cube by exploiting the spectral characteristics of
materials in the scene.
2.3 Application Algorithms
Application algorithms are used to extract information about a scene from a hyperspectral data
set. There are four basic types of application algorithms according to Shaw and Manolakis
[Shaw 02]; change detection, classification, unmixing, and target detection. These applications,
with the exception of change detection, are aimed at determining the nature of an object in a
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scene. The algorithms provide methods for obtaining various types of knowledge about a scene.
However, this thesis focuses on target detection.
Change Detection Change detection is unique among application algorithms in that two
data sets are required and that no direct identification of objects occurs. Data sets of a scene at
identical spatial regions, but different spectral or temporal regions, are compared to determine
differences in the scene. An example of this would be land management surveys over a period of
time to determine city growth or deforrestation. Image differences can be interpreted along with
the original images to determine object identity in the scene. However, this form of information
extraction is subjective rather than objective.
Classification Classification is the process of assigning each pixel in an image to a class of
similar pixels. Required inputs include the desired number of classes as well as a classification
method. Classification techniques can be either automated or user controlled. There are some
inherent similarities between classification and detection techniques. Detection is simply a
classification with only two classes; target and background. The difference is most apparent in
their applications. Detection is often used when searching for rare pixels while classification is
used to group larger areas of pixels.
Unmixing The process of unmixing extracts the most information content from a scene.
The goal is to determine fractional abundances for materials in a pixel rather than just a single
identity for the pixel. This process is very attractive because most pixels in a scene contain
more than one material. In order to estimate the fractional abundances, a mixing model is
used. Both linear and nonlinear models have been used in the literature to examine this
problem [Manolakis 02b, Guilfoyle 01]. Endmembers are often utilized in the desired mixing
model. Unmixing is an estimation problem and is the most computationally intensive group of
algorithms requiring the most user input.
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Target Detection Target detection is the process of searching for desired pixels in a scene.
The desired pixels can be user-defined or simply anomalies in the scene. The goal of a target
detection algorithm is to locate the desired objects in a scene with few or minimum number
of false alarms. This type of application algorithm is the focus of this work and is explained
in greater detail in Chapter 4. The algorithms described there represent well established al-
gorithms as well as new approaches in target detection. In most cases, the theory behind the




Raw data from a sensor must often be processed before it can be utilized by target detection
algorithms. For aerial images, this normally includes roll, yaw, and pitch correction. In addition,
georeferencing of the data may also be performed. Radiance calibration is performed in order
to relate raw data values to radiance values. These processing techniques do not alter the raw
collected data. They simply rearrange or add to the data. However, there is also a need to
compensate for atmospheric effects which will alter the data. The objective of atmospheric
compensation is to predict reflectance or temperature values of an object based on observed
radiance values at the sensor and knowledge of atmospheric conditions. Lastly, there is also
a need to reduce the amount of data. Images containing thousands of pixels in hundreds of
spectral regions result in massive data files. Working with such enormous files can prove to be
slow and cumbersome. Methods to reduce the file size, while maintaining information content,
permit easier and faster processing of data.
3.1 Atmospheric Compensation
Raw data obtained from an imaging system consists of recorded radiance values reaching the
sensor. However, this information is not easily related to object information in the scene. The
9
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at-sensor radiance values are the result of atmospheric and illumination variables acting on the
reflectance spectra of objects. There are various techniques for calibrating at-sensor radiance
values to object reflectance values.
3.1.1 Empirical Line Method (ELM)
This research will mostly utilize the Empirical Line Method (ELM) to convert radiance values
to reflectance values. The ELM works by associating pixels in a radiance image to known
reflectance values. If no ground truth data is associated with the image, bright and dark pixels
can be assigned approximate reflectance values. Ideally, full pixel calibration panel targets
should be located in a scene where reflectance measurements of the pixels have been made. ELM
then assumes a linear relationship between radiance (L) and reflectance (r) pixels expressed as
L = mr + b. (3.1)
The slope (m) and offset (b) terms can then be solved for and used to convert the pixels
in the image to reflectance units. Each term in this equation is wavelength dependent. The
slope term represents the effects of atmospheric transmittance and instrumental factors. The
offset term contains the effects of atmospheric path radiance and the dark current offset. The
effectiveness of this method is highly dependent on the availability of good ground truth data in
a scene. The linear relationship between radiance and reflectance values for pixels can be seen
in Figure 3.1. The slope and offset can be estimated from this and used to create the transform
needed to convert the image from radiance to reflectance values.
3.1.2 Fast Line-of-sight Atmospheric Analysis of Spectral Hypercubes
(FLAASH)
The Fast Line-of-sight Atmospheric Analysis of Spectral Hypercubes (FLAASH) algorithm is a
method of atmospheric compensation developed by the Air Force Research Laboratory, Space
Vehicles Directorate (AFRL/VS) [Berk 02]. Rather than rely on ground truth measurements,
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Figure 3.1: ELM representation for a single band.
which are not always available, FLAASH attempts to estimate atmospheric properties and
utilize them to convert at sensor radiance values to reflectance values.
FLAASH interfaces with a radiative transfer code to estimate atmospheric parameters.
Specifically, the MODTRAN radiative transfer code is used to calculate the transmittance and
radiance at moderate spectral resolution through the atmosphere [Berk 99]. The governing








where A and B are surface independent coefficients, ρ is the pixel reflectance, ρe is an average
surface reflectance for the surrounding region, S is the spherical albedo of the atmosphere, and
L∗α is the upwelled radiance. These values are all wavelength dependent. MODTRAN is used
to determine values for A, B, S, and L∗α for each pixel in the scene. Upon estimation of these
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where L∗e is the spatially averaged radiance image. Equation 3.2 can then be used with all
of the estimated variables inserted to solve for the pixel reflectance ρ. The original radiance
pixel value is converted to a reflectance value using this process of estimation of atmospheric
variables using a radiative transfer code.
3.2 Dimensionality Reduction
The goal of dimensionality reduction is to reduce the size of a data set while maintaining as
much of the information content as possible. Large image files can contain low signal to noise
ratio (SNR) bands as well as redundant information due to spectral similarities. Dimensionality
reduction algorithms eliminate these redundancies in data based on a variety of different fac-
tors. The three algorithms described here utilize different aspects of eigenvector and eigenvalue
calculations to represent the data in rotated data spaces.
3.2.1 Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is a statistical approach to dimensionality reduction.
According to Johnson and Wichern [Johnson 02], a nonsquare matrix A can be expressed using









In this relationship, the eigenvectors (ui) of the matrix AAT are the left singular vectors
(U) and the eigenvectors (vi) of the matrix AT A are the right singular vectors (V ). The
variable Λ is a diagonal matrix with positive constants λ (singular values) along the diagonal
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and zeros everywhere else. The singular values λi are computed as the square root of the non-
zero eigenvalues of both AAT and AT A. The number of non-zero singular values along the
diagonal determines the rank r of the matrix A. The rank can also be adjusted to reduce the
dimensionality and create an approximation of A.
SVD breaks a matrix down into its eigenvalues and eigenvectors. The matrix can then be
reduced in size by eliminating small eigenvalues. When the matrix is recalculated from the
reduced number of eigenvalues and eigenvectors, the majority of the information will still be
present. As a pre-processing step for hyperspectral imagery, the hyperspectral image is the
matrix A from which the eigenvalues and eigenvectors are calculated. This image is arranged in
a pixel by bands two dimensional matrix. Binghan and Mannila [Bingham 01] state that this
data can be projected onto the left singular eigenvectors (u) by
SV Di = uTi A. (3.5)
Lower dimensions of the resulting SVD image (SV Di) can then be elimated since they rely
on the lowest singular values. This projection and band elimination has the effect of reducing
the dimensionality of the original data set with the hope that the majority of the information
content will still be present.
3.2.2 Principle Component Analysis (PCA)
The Principle Component Analysis (PCA) method of dimensionality reduction attempts to
decorrelate the data and maximize the data content in fewer dimensions [Schott 97, Johnson 02].
This is accomplished by finding a different axis to project the data onto that will maximize
the variance, as illustrated in Figure 3.2. The two data groups are clearly more distinguishable
when projected onto the Y1 axis. Given an input data set X, the principle component basis
vectors can be described as
PCi = eTi X (3.6)
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where PCi represents the ith principle component values and ei represents the ith eigenvector of
the covariance matrix of X. The principle components and eigenvectors are ordered from largest
to smallest in terms of the eigenvalues λi of the image covariance matrix. This is where PCA
distinguishes itself from SVD. The eigenvalues are calculated from different types of data. PCA
performs this calculation on the covariance matrix and uses the resulting eigenvectors while
SVD performs this calculation on the squared matrices AT A and AAT and uses the subsequent
right and left singular vectors.
Figure 3.2: Principle Component projections to maximize variance [Schott 97].
The PCA eigenvalues are ordered in decreasing order and correspond to the variance repre-
sented in each component. Therefore, most of the variability in the image can be represented
in the first principle components. Lower variability components can correspond to information
from noise and fine variations that are normally less important. Eliminating smaller eigenvalues
therefore has the effect of reducing the variance in the data set while hopefully retaining the
information content of the original data set.
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3.2.3 Minimum Noise Fraction (MNF)
The Minimum Noise Fraction (MNF) method of dimensionality reduction attempts to remove
the effects of noise from factors such as the detector, random photon variations, and thermal
interactions with the surround. This noise is usually small in relation to the signal but can still
alter data enough to negatively impact image processing algorithms. In this regard, the data
set can be regarded as a combination of the image signal and the noise and expressed as
X = S + N (3.7)
where X represents the data set, S represents the signal, and N represents the noise in the
image. The corresponding covariance matrices for these components are described as
ΣX = ΣS + ΣN (3.8)
where ΣX , ΣS , and ΣN represent the covariance matrix for the entire data set, signal, and noise
respectively.
The MNF transform produces image components ordered in terms of SNR [Green 88]. Com-
ponents with a small SNR can then be removed leaving a noise reduced image. The MNF
transform projects the image data X onto the axis that maximizes SNR as shown in
MNFi = AT X. (3.9)
The transformation matrix A is calculated from the signal and noise covariance matrices
described earlier. It is made up of the eigenvectors calculated from the matrix ΣNΣ−1X . The
eigenvalues from this are related to the amount of noise in each band. Upon transformation
using Eq. 3.9, the first MNF band has the most noise and therefore the least amount of signal.
Correspondingly, the last MNF band has the most signal and least amount of noise. Therefore,
eliminating early MNF bands has the effect of reducing the noise and dimensionality of the
image while maintaining the information content.
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Noise data is therefore necessary to perform this type of dimensionality reduction algorithm.
Noise data can either be obtained at the time of collection as a dark image or obtained from
the image afterwards. Uniform regions in the image are used to estimate noise data if dark
image data are unavailable.
3.3 Summary
This chapter has introduced the concept of pre-processing algorithms and described the effect
they have on a data set. In particular, atmospheric compensation and dimensionality reduction
techniques and algorithms have been discussed in greater detail. Steps such as roll, pitch, and
yaw correction, georefrencing, or radiometric calibration have not been discussed because they
are not a focus of this work. For the data set being examined, these steps were performed
prior to reception of the data set or were determined to be unnecessary for the purpose of this
thesis. Atmospheric compensation will be performed using the ELM technique for most of the
research described later. FLAASH is used to perform comparisons in specific situations. The
dimensionality reduction algorithms described here are examined in greater detail and tested
against each other to determine a desired method of dimensionality reduction as well as a
desired amount of reduction.
Chapter 4
Target Detection
After pre-processing algorithms have been performed on image data, it is possible to more
readily extract information about the scene from the data. This work focuses on target detection
algorithms as summarized in Section 2.3. Once again, hyperspectral target detection is the
process of locating desired pixels in a scene based on the spectral characteristics of the target and
pixel. In this chapter, several different algorithms are introduced and explained. In addition,
methods to determine the input variables for each algorithm are described.
4.1 Spectral Angle Mapper (SAM)
The Spectral Angle Mapper (SAM), developed by Boardman [Kruse 93, Yuhas 92], is a simple
detection algorithm that computes the angle between two vectors. Figure 4.1 shows a target
vector and two pixel vectors. According to the SAM algorithm, pixel A is more target like than
pixel B due to the smaller angle between it and the target vector.
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Figure 4.1: SAM angle comparison.
where d represents the target spectra and x represents the pixel of interest. This equation
will have values between 0 and 1 for a reflectance data set. Similar pixels will have a value near
1 which corresponds to a small angle between the vectors in question.
SAM is a quick and basic detection algorithm that is computationally inexpensive. It
is dependent only on spectral shape of the object and independent of magnitude differences
between the target and pixel. Illumination and shadow effects are eliminated which creates
difficulties when trying to discriminate between classes of similar spectral shape but different
magnitudes. SAM is included here as a baseline detection algorithm against which newer, more
elaborate algorithms can be tested.
4.2 Matched Filter – Unstructured (Statistical) Background
Matched filter detection algorithms can be divided into two categories based upon how the
background is modeled [Manolakis 00, Manolakis 01]. Algorithms based on an unstructured
approach use statistics to describe the background. This can be represented as a binary hy-
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pothesis test
H0 : x = ν (4.2)
H1 : x = dat + ν (4.3)
with the null hypothesis H0 representing the situation where there is no target, only background,
and the test hypothesis H1 representing the situation where there is a target present and it
combines with the background. The target vector is represented by d and at is the fractional
abunance of the target. This test assumes that the background can be modeled as a multivariate
Gaussian random variable ν with zero mean. For all statistical matched filters, it is assumed that
the image and target have had the background mean subtracted from them. In the presence of
the target, additive interference is assumed. The test hypothesis, H1 contains the mean centered
target vector added to the statistically modeled mean centered background. It also assumes
that a set of target-free training pixels are available that are independently and identically
distributed (i.i.d.). Additionally, the test and training pixels are assumed to be statistically
independent. The contours corresponding to the distribution of target and background pixels
before mean centering has occurred are seen in Figure 4.2.









where Σ−1b represents the inverse covariance matrix of the background. The covariance matrix
of the background of the image is used to describe the background so that it can be compensated
for. The background covariance matrix has a similar function as the background endmembers
that will be described later in the geometrical case. The GLRT can be used to design applicable
matched filter detectors.
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Figure 4.2: Unstructured (Statistical) Background - Target and background can be described
using mean and covariance estimates.
4.2.1 Adaptive Coherence Estimator (ACE)
The Adaptive Coherence Estimator (ACE) [Conte 95] can be derived from the GLRT (Eq.
4.4) through some assumptions [Manolakis 00]. We have assumed in this equation that the
background covariance matrix is known. In reality, this will most often be derived from a set















Further assumptions cause changes in this equation as well. The ACE algorithm uses a small
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number of training samples to determine the covariance estimate Σ̂b. Since N is relatively small,
the term 1 + 1N x
T Σ̂−1b x can be reduced to x
T Σ̂−1b x [Manolakis 00]. This approximation of the








A 2001 study by Manolakis compared eight matched filter detection algorithms in terms of
their ability to operate in constant false alarm rate (CFAR) mode and achieve target/background
separation [Manolakis 01]. For the image and target used in that research, the ACE algorithm
generally performed better than all others examined and will therefore be used in this research.
4.2.2 Constrained Energy Minimization (CEM)
Constrained Energy Minimization (CEM) is another type of statistical matched filter algorithm.
The CEM algorithm operates by minimizing scene energy in the background while maintaining
a target constraint [Farrand 97]. The first step is to center the image by subtracting the mean
value for the scene from each pixel. This mean value is also subtracted from any target vectors
used later. The next step is a constraint to minimize the total energy in the scene. The total












where y is the energy across the spectrum, w is the vector of weights, and x is the pixel of
interest. The total scene energy y2tot is summed over all q pixels in the image. The second
constraint occurs when the operator is applied to a target pixel d. This constraint sets a
constant output for the desired target vector equal to 1 as expressed in
yd = wT d = 1. (4.9)
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This algorithm will also be utilized in this research. The reason for including two similar
matched filter algorithms is to determine how different these algorithms are from each other.
Including two algorithms allows for examination as to whether the algorithm or the input
variables are more influential in target detection.
4.3 Covariance Calculation
The background covariance matrix Σ used in any of the statistical matched filters can be
computed from the scene in multiple ways [West 05]. Ideally, Σ should be calculated using
only background pixels in the image. This will provide the best possible detection performance.
However, if Σ is calculated using the entire image, background and target pixels, a small loss in
performance is often exhibited (assuming the target makes up a small part of the scene). This
loss in performance is due to target features being represented in the background covariance
matrix [Manolakis 01, West 05]. Even a small number of target pixels can dramatically effect
the creation of a background covariance matrix.
Another problem arises in that the background is represented as a Gaussian random vari-
able. Calculating the covariance matrix over the full image or even large image sections can
violate this assumption. Smaller uniform sections can therefore be used to represent the back-
ground whether they be manually selected or derived from a spatial or spectral classifier, thus
potentially adhering to the assumption of normality.
Additionally, it has been noted that Σ may be ill conditioned (ratio of largest to smallest
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eigenvalues is very large) in statistical algorithms and solutions to this problem have been
proposed [Farrand 97, West 05]. This problem occurs when the background sample region is
smaller than the dimensionality of the image. Inverting the covariance matrix therefore becomes
difficult and approximations must be made. This problem can be overcome using an SVD of
the covariance matrix. In Eq.’s 4.12 and 4.13, U is the matrix of eigenvectors of Σ and Λ is
the diagonal matrix of the sinular values of Σ. The result is an approximation of the inverse
of Σ represented by ΣSV D. This research will generally use large image sections for computing
the background covariance matrix but this solution is presented as an option for when smaller
image sections must be used.
ΣSV D = UΛV T (4.12)
Σ−1SV D = UΛ
−1V T (4.13)
4.4 Matched Filter - Structured (Geometrical) Background
Structured backgrounds using a geometrical approach are the second category of matched filter
detection algorithms [Manolakis 00, Manolakis 01]. The binary hypothesis test for this case
looks like
H0 : x = Mab (4.14)
H1 : x = dat + Mab (4.15)
where H0 is the null hypothesis for the instance where no target is present and H1 is the
test hypothesis for the case where the target is present. In this formulation, M is a matrix
representing the endmembers (basis vectors) of the image background while d is once again the
target vector. The background and target abundances are represented by ab and at respectively.
The background endmembers perform a similar function as the background covariance matrix
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for the statistical case. They describe the background in such a way as to make it possible to
project out background variations from the detection problem. These background endmembers
can be calculated using techniques described later in Section 4.5.
4.4.1 Orthogonal Subspace Projection (OSP)
Orthogonal Subspace Projection (OSP) [Harsanyi 94] is a geometric matched filter algorithm
based on a structured background. OSP utilizes an operator P that projects a pixel onto
a subspace orthogonal to the background endmembers. Figure 4.3 illustrates the concept of
projecting data onto a subspace orthogonal to the background vectors in a scene. It can clearly
be seen that the target and background pixels are more easily separated when projected onto
the line orthogonal to the background than either of the original axis. This operator P is
defined as
P = (I − MM#) (4.16)
where I is the identity matrix, M is the matrix of background endmembers, and M# is the
pseudo inverse of M as defined by
M# = (MT M)−1MT . (4.17)
This operator can then be applied to the pixels in an image. The effect of P operating on
the test hypothesis pixel in Eq. 4.15 is
Px = Pdat + PMab
= Pdat + (I − MM#)Mab
= Pdat + (M − MM#M)ab
= Pdat + (M − MI)ab
= Pdat.
(4.18)
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Figure 4.3: OSP projection onto subspace orthogonal to background.
Output values from this operator are low for non target pixels and high for target pixels.






This final equation shows that the projection of the pixel of interest onto the operator results
in a function that depends greatly on the variable P defined by background endmembers. This
algorithm requires an image as well as user knowledge of the target vector. Methods to calculate
and extract background endmembers from the image are described later in Section 4.5. The
OSP algorithm is the first of the geometric matched filter algorithms that will be used in this
research.
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4.4.2 Adaptive Subspace Detector (ASD)
The Adaptive Subspace Detector (ASD) [Manolakis 01, Bajorski 04b] is a second geometric
matched filter based upon a structured description of the background. The ASD algorithm
can be adapted from a geometric version of the GLR. This algorithm is unique from the OSP
algorithm in that it utilizes a target subspace in addition to the background subspace. The
increased dimensionality of the target subspace does not mean that a single target vector cannot
be used as in all previous algorithms. Instead, multiple vectors can be used to represent the
desired target. The detection statistic for this algorithm can be written as
TASD(x) =
xT (Pb − PS)x
xT PSx
(4.20)
where Pb is the orthogonal projection of the background endmember matrix and PS is the
orthogonal projection of a matrix defined as the concatenation of the target spectra wih the
background endmembers. The projection operators in this algorithm are identical to those
described in Eq.’s 4.16 and 4.17. The presence of a background and target subspace allows for
the variation in both to be incorporated into the algorithm. The background subspace consists
of endmembers calculated from the scene as described later in Section 4.5. The variation in
the target subspace can come from multiple measurements of a single target. Another source
of the target subspace is a model that creates different occurrences of the target given varying
parameters. This source will be described in greater detail in section dealing with the invariant
algorithm, Section 4.6. Providing greater variability overall through the use of both target and
background subspaces allows for greater separability to be achieved. The ASD algorithm is
used in this research and compared to other algorithms including the OSP algorithm from the
same class of structured background matched filters.
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4.5 Endmember Calculation
Endmember calculation can be thought of as another form of dimensionality reduction. The
previous dimensionality reduction algorithms were used to reduce the spectral dimensionality
of the image. Here, methods to reduce the amount of data needed to describe the image are
discussed. An image can be reduced to its basis vectors through a number of methods.
The maximum number of basis vectors for an image is one greater than the dimensionality of
that image. For example, an image with 200 spectral bands would therefore have a maximum of
201 basis vectors. These basis vectors are found with the assumption that all image pixels can
be formed as linear combinations of the basis vectors. In practical applications, the number
of basis vectors, often referred to as endmembers, is much smaller than the dimensionality
of the image. Therefore, the most extreme endmembers are usually identified for the image.
Given the situation described in the example above, this could result in only 10 of the 201
basis vectors being used to represent the data. This section describes several techniques for
calculating endmembers from an image.
4.5.1 Pixel Purity Index (PPI)
The Pixel Purity Index algorithm [Boardman 95] searches for the extreme pixels in a data set
and assigns these as endmembers. According to Boardman et al. [Boardman 95], the data set
should first be operated on by the MNF transform [Green 88]. The MNF transform makes the
data demeaned such that the noise is uncorrelated with unit variance. This has the effect of
eliminating random variation due to noise in the extreme pixels that are being examined. It is
therefore less likely for a noisy pixel to be selected as an endmember.
The process of the PPI algorithm involves projecting the data onto random unit vectors
and recording the extreme pixels of each projection as illustrated in Figure 4.4. This process
is repeated for N iterations and will result in the identification of the purest endmember pixels
of the scene. It is also acceptable to average a few extreme pixels in each iteration to account
for noise. This step usually includes some visulization and user interaction. A running count is
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kept of pixels that have been identified as extremes. Upon completion of the N iterations, the
pixels most often identified as extremes are identified as endmembers.
Figure 4.4: PPI extreme pixel identification from random vector projection.
4.5.2 N-FINDR
The N-FINDR algorithm [Winter 99a, Winter 99b] looks for the endmembers of a data set
that maximize the volume of a simplex enclosing all image points in N-dimensional space. It
operates under the assumption that pure endmembers or highly abundant mixed pixels exist in
the space. The simplex enclosing all points with maximum volume will have as its vertices the
endmembers of the scene. Figure 4.5 shows a simplex spanning a two dimensional scatter plot.
The simplex spanning any set of points is dependent on the dimensionality of the data set. The
number of sides on a simplex encompassing the points is one greater than the dimensionality
of the data. For example, a 200 dimensional space can be perfectly described by a 201 sided
simplex.
The first step of this algorithm is to determine the desired number of endmembers. Ac-
cording to Winter [Winter 99a, Winter 99b], an orthogonal subspace projection, such as SVD
or PCA, can be used for this purpose. The total percent of variability described by increasing
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Figure 4.5: Three sided simplex spanning a two dimensional data set.
numbers of bands can be examined to determine the effective dimensionality of the image. The
more cluttered a scene is, the greater the number of endmembers needed. There should be at
least one endmember for each class of material in the scene.
Upon determining the desired number of endmembers in the scene, the volume of a simplex





where n represents the desired number of endmembers and M is the augmented matrix of
endmembers, ~m, as defined by
M =
 1 1 · · · 1
~m1 ~m2 · · · ~mn
.
 (4.22)
The matrix M is initially filled with a random set of n-1 vectors plus a shade vector from
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the image. It has been observed that a class of shade objects will most likely exist as an
endmember in a scene [Winter 99b]. The volume is then calculated according to Eq. 4.21 for
each combination of image pixels as endmembers. If the volume increases when a new pixel is
added, that pixel is kept and another one is exchanged. The combination of pixels with the
largest volume represents the n endmembers of the scene.
4.5.3 MaxD
The Maximum Distance (MaxD) method for the selection of endmembers is accomplished by
finding a simplex containing the data based on a geometric representation of the data. The
concepts involved in this technique were proven in a thesis by Lee [Lee 02]. Lee suggests using
the MNF transform on the data first to reduce the spectral dimensionality. MaxD can then be
used to transform the spatial dimension of the data by calculating its basis vectors. If the data
contains N spatial dimensions, N+1 endmembers are needed to adequately describe the scene.
A smaller subset of these endmembers is calculated for use in the matched filter algorithms
described previously.
After the MNF transform, the next step is to compute the vector lengths of each pixel. The
pixel with the largest distance vector from the origin is an endmember in the scene. This pixel
is refered to as v1. A second endmember, v2, is the pixel with the smallest distance from the
origin and usually corresponds to a shadow class of objects. These two endmembers can be
seen in a two dimensional example in Figure 4.6.
Given these two endmembers, an operator is determined which will project the data onto
a subspace orthogonal to the difference between the endmember vectors. This operator P is
expressed as
P = I − dd# = I − d(dT d)−1dT (4.23)
where I represents the identity matrix. The difference vector d and the pseudo inverse of the
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Figure 4.6: MaxD initial endmember selection.
difference vector d# are expressed as
d = v1 − v2 (4.24)
d# = (dT d)−1dT . (4.25)
Operating with P on the image projects v2 onto v1 creating a new point v1,2, thus reducing
the dimensionality by one. The procedure is then repeated. The newly combined point v1,2 is
used as one vector and the point furthest away in this reduced space, v3, is used as the new
endmember vector. A new operator and difference vector are again computed using Eq.’s 4.23
and 4.24. This process is repeated until all the endmembers have been projected onto one point.
Figure 4.7 illustrates this process for a three dimensional simplex.
Endmember Calculation Summary The three techniques described here have all been
used to determine endmembers for geometric matched filters. This research will focus on using
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Figure 4.7: MaxD projections [Lee 02].
the MaxD method of endmember calculation. The MaxD method has been shown to outperform
other methods for calculation of background basis vectors for a specific data set in the literature
[Bajorski 04b]. This section has been included to place the MaxD algorithm in context with
similar algorithms. This method is used for all instances of endmember calculation including
those discussed in the next section.
4.6 Invariant Algorithm
The invariant algorithm [Healey 99] operates in a fundamentally different manner than the
previous algorithms. The previous algorithms are all applied after converting the image to re-
flectance space using an atmospheric compensation algorithm. The invariant algorithm does not
use an atmospheric compensation step to convert the radiance image data into the reflectance
space of the target vector. Instead, the invariant algorithm uses a physical model to generate
multiple estimations of how the target reflectance might appear to the sensor in radiance space.
These possible occurences of the target vector constitute the target space and can be created
by varying conditions that affect the spectrum of a target.
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The creation of this target space represents the unique approach of the invariant algorithm.
The numerous representations of the target vector can be created through multiple runs of
the MODTRAN radiative transfer code [Berk 99]. MODTRAN is used to calculate the trans-
mittance and radiance at moderate spectral resolution through the atmosphere. Each run of
MODTRAN uses different input values for various atmospheric parameters to create the unique
radiance target vectors. Figure 4.8 illustrates the process of creating a target radiance space
from a target reflectance vector using MODTRAN.
Figure 4.8: Target radiance subspace creation through MODTRAN.
The large number of representations of the radiance spectrum requires us to reduce the
dimensionality of this data set. This can be accomplished through dimensionality reduction
techniques or endmember calculations as described in Sections 3.2 and 4.5.
Healey and Slater [Healey 99] developed this algorithm and created 17,920 physically real-
izable target radiance vectors with 210 bands, by varying 10 parameters, for each of 498 target
materials. Table 4.1 lists the ten parameters that were adjusted as well as the range of values
used. This large target radiance space was reduced to a nine dimensional subspace by analyzing
the error in characterizing the entire space. The error in this characterization was diminished
as more target radiance vectors were added to the subspace.
This research will focus on a much smaller number of MODTRAN parameters. The parame-
ters modified in this research will be aerosol content, elevation, and water. As stated previously,
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Scene Parameters Values
H2O (cm) 0.88, 1.44, 3.11, 4.33
O3 (atm cm) 0.77, 0.11, 0.14
O2 (atm cm) 8407.9, 8604.0, 9453.2, 10536.8
CH4 (atm cm) 0.85, 0.86, 0.87
N2O (atm cm) 0.199, 0.202, 0.209, 0.214
CO (atm cm) 0.064, 0.065, 0.067, 0.070
Solar-zenith angle 50, 150, 250, 350, 450, 550, 650, 750
Aerosol Type rural, urban, maritime, desert
Sensor Altitude (km) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
Table 4.1: Invariant Algorithm: MODTRAN parameters and ranges [Healey 99].
the size of the resulting target subspace can be reduced using dimensionality reduction or end-
member selection techniques described in Sections 3.2 and 4.5. This research will utilize the
MaxD algorithm to calculate basis vectors from this radiance target space.
Target detection using this algorithm will be accomplished in this research by using the ASD
algorithm described in Section 4.4.2. The background endmembers are calculated as in previous
techniques and the target subspace is calculated using the invariant approach described above.
4.7 Summary
This chapter has introduced six different methods for hyperspectral target detection. This
research will operate each of these algorithms on a common data set in order to compare
the results. It is assumed that the SAM algorithm will perform poorly in comparison to the
others. The performance of the other algorithms will depend highly on the creation of the input
variables. The methods used to describe the background will affect the outcomes greatly. Each
of these six algorithms will be implemented in as similar a format as possible and the results
will be analyzed to compare the usefullness of each algorithm for the data set used.
Chapter 5
Performance Metrics
Numerous metrics exist for evaluating the performance of target detection algorithms. These
range from visual metrics and data plots to analyzing quantitative values. Each of these metrics
has its advantages and disadvantages. The goal of any detection metric is to determine how
well the algorithm detects the desired targets with regard to proper detections, false alarms,
and missed targets. The techniques and metrics discussed in this section represent task specific
methods of determining target detection performance.
Target Definition There are two ways to define targets in an image, per pixel and per target.
This research will focus on a per pixel definition of targets. The per pixel definition of targets
states that each pixel that is classified as belonging to a target is treated as an individual target.
In order for an object to be perfectly identified as a target, every pixel in it must be classified
as target. Per target detection considers a collection of target pixels to be a single target.
Therefore, if any pixel in a target is identified as a target, the target is considered detected.
There are no partially detected targets when using a per target definition. These two methods
of defining a target are described in Figure 5.1
The per pixel target definition will be used in this research when calculating the comparison
metrics explained later in this section. The choice of per pixel detection was motivated by the
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Figure 5.1: Target Definition: Define individual pixels as targets or groups of target pixels as
targets.
larger number of targets that result. In addition, the data set used in this research contains a
few large targets that are better suited for analysis using a perpixel target definition. It is also
believed that reasonably accurate ground truth is available for the images used in this research.
Therefore, accurate identification of target detects, misses, and false alarms can be created on
a per pixel basis.
Truth Maps An essential part of any performance evaluation metric is the presence of a
truth map for the image and targets in question. A truth map contains, at minimum, the
location of all target pixels in an image. In addition to the location, the type of target pixel
may also be noted. A truth map can be used to differentiate between multiple targets as well
as different backgrounds within an image. Figure 5.2 shows an example of a truth map with
target locations in white and masked pixels in black. Gray pixels represent the background for
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this particular data set.
Figure 5.2: Display of truth map containing target locations as well as masked pixels.
Truth maps can be generated using a combination of ground truth and high resolution
overhead imagery. The overhead imagery is used with ground truth target locations to identify
target pixels in the data scene. Ground truth reflectance measurements can then be used to
help classify pixels as full or subpixel targets. Pixels immediately surrounding a target are
difficult to distinguish as either target or background and are sometimes masked out as they
will be in this research.
The creation of truth maps is vital to the process of evaluating the success of detection
algorithms. All performance metrics utilize truth maps in some form to determine the success
with which targets are detected.
5.1 Visual Metrics
The first metric used to examine the ability of a target detection algorithm is a two dimensional
display of the detection results. Figure 5.3 shows a detection result map where brighter pixels
correspond to likely targets. These bright returns can be compared to the truth map to deter-
mine whether they represent properly detected targets or false alarms. The truth map can be
overlayed or viewed along side the result map.
The result map can also be thresholded to differentiate between likely targets and back-
grounds. Values above the decision boundry are classified as target pixel while those below are
classified as background pixels. This creates a binary result map which can then be compared
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Figure 5.3: Two dimensional display of target detection algorithm results.
to the truth map or the original detection map.
5.2 ROC Curves
The traditional method for analyzing detection results is to use a reciever operator characteristic
(ROC) curve. A ROC curve is a plot of the false alarm rate (FAR) versus the detection rate
(DR) for a given target. This plot can be stretched using a log FAR axis in order to visualize
differences at low FAR values. A minimum FAR value must be set when using log ROC curves
as the minimum cannot go to zero.
These curves can be used themselves for performance analysis or metrics can be derived
from them. One such metric that can be extracted from a ROC curve is the DR at a specific
FAR. This threshold metric reduces the ROC curve to a single point on the curve specified
by the user. This is typically a low FAR on the order of 10−3 or 10−4. Other metrics that
can be obtained from ROC curves are the average false alarm rate (AFAR) and the average
detection rate (ADR) [Bajorski 04b]. All three of these quantitative metrics are illustrated in
the ROC curve of Figure 5.4. The AFAR metric is calculated as the area above the ROC curve
and the ADR metric is the area below the ROC curve. Therefore, high ADR values and low
AFAR values correspond to better detection performance. These metrics are complimentary
and therefore one or the other can be used. For practical purposes, the AFAR metric can be
calculated by averaging the FAR at each DR for a specific number of target pixels as in







where N represents the number of targets and FAR is the false alarm rate at each target i.
Averaging these values for each target pixel essentially computes the area above the ROC curve
by splitting the curve up into relatively large segments. The ADR can then be calculated as
the compliment of this value. Partial values can also be calculated for the AFAR and ADR by
limiting the number of target pixels examined and setting a maximum FAR respectively.
The ADR and AFAR metrics capture more information about the overall shape of the ROC
curve than calculating a DR at a specific FAR. AFAR and ADR are also independent of any
user specified limitation that can be adjusted to influence results such as the FAR used to obtain
a DR. If the goal of your target detection is to detect all targets without regard to the number
of FA’s then this metric is the proper one to use. However, if the goal of your target detection
is to eliminate FA’s then the threshold metric is more appropriate. Selecting the DR at a low
FAR allows the user to determine how well a detection algorithm can find target while keeping
FA’s to a minimum. The threshold calculations can become difficult when there are a small
number of targets. At FAR’s of 10−3, the user is often trying to distinguish between single
FA’s to determine detection performance. Despite these limitations, the DR at a low FAR is
generally regarded as a superior metric than the ADR or AFAR. These metrics are most useful
when making relative comparisons between similar sets of results or when there are too many
ROC curves to analyze.
ROC curves do have their limitations when used with target detection algorithms. Target
detection most often involves the search for a small number of target pixels in a large scene.
Fewer target data points make ROC curves less accurate and reliable. Therefore, ROC curves
should only be trusted when fully resolved targets with numerous pixels are being detected.
Otherwise, the sparseness of the ROC curve can give misleading results. The data sets used for
this research contain enough target pixels when the per pixel target definition is used. These
quantitative metrics will be used to make most comparisons between results. For the purposes
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Figure 5.4: Illustration of ROC curve and the DR @ FAR, AFAR, and ADR comparison metrics
calculated from ROC curves.
of this project, a greater emphasis will be put on trying to eliminate FA’s when detecting
targets. For this reason, results from the threshold metric will considered more important than
results from the ADR metric.
5.3 Data Plot Metrics
Difficulties calculating accurate performance metrics using ROC curves has led to the creation
of several different visual data plot metrics. These metrics are less influenced by the number
of target pixels. These plots show the results in a different manner than a ROC curve which
can lead to different conclusions. The unique aspect of these metrics is that they examine
and display the detection values themselves rather than a scaled map or detection rate. The
influence of individual target pixels can also be examined.
One such visual metric used to illustrate the target visibility enhancement in detection
algorithms can be seen in Figure 5.5 [Manolakis 01]. This data plot shows the range of detection
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Figure 5.5: Illustration of visual metric displaying range of values for background and targets
in images taken at different altitudes.
values for target pixels as well as the background. This metric has previously been used to
compare the range of full target and background pixels but can easily be extended to include
subpixel targets as well as other pixel classes. The bar chart in Figure 5.5 illustrates how this
visual metric can be used to distinguish the ranges of values for background, sub, and full pixels
for images taken at different altitudes [Cisz 05].
Another data plot metric that has been used to display the differences between different
classes of target and background pixels utilizes a histogram [Manolakis 02a]. In this metric, the
background pixels are plotted as a histogram while target pixels are individually plotted as delta
functions with amplitudes corresponding to the class of target as seen in Figure 5.6. Plotting
the background as a histogram allows for a better visualization of the seperation between target
and background. This metric allows for individual pixels to be examined in relationship to other
target or background pixels. Anomalies in detection results can therefore be examined on a
pixel by pixel basis.
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Figure 5.6: Illustration of visual histogram metric displaying background as a histogram and
targets as delta functions. Height of delta function are indicative of the type of target.
5.4 Summary
Multiple performance metrics were introduced in this chapter in addition to the target defini-
tions and truth map description. Each of these metrics can be useful for analyzing detection
performance and therefore multiple metrics are used when feasible. Displaying raw or scaled
detection results does not allow the user to compare metrics in an unbiased fashion due to
pre-existing knowledge of target locations. Therefore, visual metrics will not be used to make
any decisions or to draw any conclusions from. Only ROC curves and data plot metrics will be
used for these purposes.
ROC curves themselves will not be used for this analysis. For large combinations of images,
targets, and algorithms there are too many results to examine individual ROC curves. It is
easier to analyze one or two values for each result than an entire curve. In general, quantitative
metrics derived from ROC curves will be calculated for each detection result. A combination of
the threshold metric and the ADR metric will be computed and used for performance analysis.
In situations where further analysis of a detection result is needed, data plot metrics will be
used. The use of data plot metrics is ill suited for comparing large amounts of data and therefore
will only be used when a closer examination of the results must be taken. Data plot metrics
are used to better understand anomolies or when analyzing specific effects or variations.
Chapter 6
Experiment
This project aims to determine an optimum target detection procedure for a given data set.
This chapter will introduce the data set to be used as well as describe the experimental proce-
dure for performing this test. The data set includes a hyperspectral image, target reflectance
data, calibration data, truth maps and other ground truth information. The procedure for
implementing each of the proposed algorithms is established. Additionally, four experiments
are outlined that will aid in the determination of the best method of implementing each of the
proposed algorithms. The final analysis will consist of comparing the best performing method
from each algorithm.
6.1 Data
The data used in this project comes from the Forest Radiance I data collection. Hyperspectral
data was collected using the Hyperspectral Digital Imagery Collection Experiment (HYDICE)
sensor over a range of 0.4 - 2.5 µm in 210 spectral bands. The data set consists of six images
taken at the Aberdeen Proving Grounds in Maryland in August 1995. Color composites of these
six images can be seen in Figures A.1, A.2, and A.3. Two images were each taken at altitudes
of 5,000, 10,000, and 20,000 ft. The spatial dimensions and total pixel size of these images are
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listed in Table 6.1. Each image exists in an ENVI readable format. For this project, the image
that will be examined is the Run 5 image taken at an altitude of 5,000 ft seen in Figure 6.1.
Run Altitude X size Y size Pixels
5 ∼ 5000 320 1280 409600
7 ∼ 10000 320 640 204800
9 ∼ 20000 320 640 204800
16 ∼ 5000 320 1280 409600
22 ∼ 10000 320 960 307200
24 ∼ 20000 320 640 204800
Table 6.1: Spatial dimensions and pixel sizes of images in Forest Radiance I data set.
Figure 6.1: Color Image of Run 5 image chosen for analysis.
This data set was included as part of the Canonic data set supplied to RIT by MIT Lincoln
Laboratory [MIT 04]. It contains several ground truthed targets and target panels layed out
in the open. In addition to the targets and target panels, a series of gray scale calibration
panels are located in the scene. These calibration panels aid in atmospheric compensation of
the image. Several targets as well as the calibration panels are shown in greater detail in Figure
6.2. The targets shown are all man made. Target C5 is a green camouflage net deployed over a
grass background. Target C6 is a woodland camouflage net deployed over a grass background.
These two targets occur spatially separate from each other as well as in direct contact. The two
other groups of targets are groups of spectrally similar vehicles at varying orientations. The
VF group consists of three vehicles while the V group consists of four vehicles. All vehicles are
spatially separated from other targets. The pixel sizes of targets C5, C6, V, and VF for each
data set are described in Table 6.2. These four targets are the ones that will be examined in
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this research.
Total target pixels
Target Run 5 Run 7 Run 9 Run 16 Run 22 Run 24
C5 344 109 28 366 118 27
C6 492 158 38 537 156 36
V 245 66 12 193 66 18
VF 128 32 6 104 30 7
Table 6.2: Total number of pixels on targets in Forest Radiance I data set.
As stated previously, all targets and calibration panels have ground truth information asso-
ciated with them. This ground truth consists of a series of spectral reflectance measurements
taken of each object. These multiple measurements are averaged together to obtain a single
reflectance measurement of the given object. This results in some variability in the target re-
flectance vector used for detection purposes. This variability can be seen in Figure 6.3 for two
targets.
In addition to reflectance measurements of each target and panel in an image, the data set
being used also contains truth maps for each target. The truth maps are in ENVI region of
interest (ROI) format and consist of multiple class definitions. Each target ROI may contain
full target, subpixel, shadow, and glare pixels. These truth maps were used to determine the
number of target pixels as described in Table 6.2.
The 210 spectral bands present in the image and target vectors cover regions corresponding
to water and oxygen absorption bands. The “bad” bands associated with these features have
been eliminated leaving 145 “good” bands.
In addition to the raw data contained in the Canonic data set, multiple atmospheric cor-
rection steps were performed and included [MIT 04]. This data set included results from the
ELM and the FLAASH algorithm. These resultant images were used whenever atmospheric
compensation was required.
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Figure 6.2: Target locations and zoom images of targets in Run 5 image.
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(a) C5 (b) C6
Figure 6.3: Illustration of variability associated with ground truth reflectance measurements of
two targets.
6.2 Procedure
Each of the six target detection algorithms utilized in this work follows a specific procedure for
incorporating target and background elements into the final equation. This section outlines the
individual procedures for each of these algorithms that will be used in later experiments.
6.2.1 SAM - Procedure
The SAM algorithm is the least complex of all the algorithms being examined. A flow chart
describing the procedure for SAM can be seen in Figure A.4. This algorithm will be implemented
on reflectance data in this project which means that both the image and the target information
are in reflectance space. The target and calibration panels are measured in reflectance space
and must first be converted to the same wavelength centers as the image data. This step is
accomplished in ENVI using the spectral library builder with the target and calibration panel
vectors being re-sampled to the image wavelengths.
The image data is calibrated to radiance units and must be converted to reflectance space.
This step is accomplished using the ELM and FLAASH atmospheric compensation techniques.
At this point, the image data and target data both exist in the same reflectance space. A
dimensionality reduction algorithm as determined in Section 6.3.1 is then applied to both the
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reflectance image and target data. These steps are also relevant for the matched filter algorithms
described in the next section.
From here, the dimensionally reduced reflectance image and target are used as input to
the SAM algorithm. The SAM algorithm used for this project is coded in IDL. The raw
output values from the detection algorithm exist in a two dimensional matrix which can then
be analyzed with any of the performance metrics described in Chapter 5.
6.2.2 ACE/CEM - Procedure
The statistical matched filter algorithms ACE and CEM are more complex than SAM and
therefore require more steps to complete the process. The flow chart depicting the procedure
for these two algorithms can be seen in Figure A.5. This algorithm uses the same procedure
that was described for the SAM algorithm to obtain image and target data in a dimensionally
reduced reflectance space.
At this point, a background subsection can be chosen according to the results from Section
6.3.2 and the background covariance matrix can be calculated. The inputs for both the ACE
and CEM algorithms are the image data, target data, and the background covariance matrix.
As a final step before calculation of the detection value, the global mean for each band in the
image is calculated and the image and target are both mean subtracted. Results are in the form
of raw values in a two dimensional matrix that can be analyzed further with the performance
metrics described in Chapter 5.
6.2.3 OSP/ASD - Procedure
The procedure for implementing the geometrical matched filter algorithms OSP and ASD is
similar to that for the statistical matched filters. Once again, the same procedure is used to
obtain image and target data in a dimensionally reduced reflectance space.
These algorithms differ from previous algorithms at this point, with Figure A.6 showing
the required steps. The background information for this algorithm is acquired from the dimen-
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sionally reduced reflectance space image using the basis vector calculation method determined
in Section 6.3.3. The inputs for the OSP and ASD algorithms are the dimensionally reduced
reflectance image and target as well as the background basis vectors. Detection results are
output as raw values in a two dimensional matrix. These results can be further analyzed using
the performance metrics described in Chapter 5.
6.2.4 Invariant - Procedure
The invariant algorithm is a fundamentally different algorithm than those previously described.
The procedure for performing this algorithm is therefore greatly different. This procedure is
outlined in Figure A.7 and is explained further here.
In order to create the radiance target space for this algorithm, the desired atmospheric
parameters and ranges must be determined. The specific variables to be examined are aerosol
content and water vapor. This information is used as input to MODTRAN along with image
metadata that can include information about the sensor altitude, time of day and date. The
results from the various MODTRAN runs are then combined with the target reflectance spectra,
target orientation information, and target fill factors in a sensor reaching radiance model to
create a target space in radiance units. This space can be re-represented by selecting basis
vectors using the method determined in Section 6.3.3. The original radiance image and radiance
target subspace can then be dimensionally reduced according to the method described in Section
6.3.1.
The dimensionally reduced radiance image and target subspace are then used as inputs to
the ASD algorithm. The ASD algorithm was chosen for its ability to incorporate multiple target
vectors rather than just a single vector. Image, target, and background basis vector data are
input into the ASD algorithm and the output is a two dimensional matrix of raw detection
values. These results can best be analyzed using the performance metrics described in Chapter
5.
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6.3 Experiments
This project aims to compare the performance of six different target detection algorithms in
a common situation. Each of these algorithms is more than just a simple equation. There
are multiple varying pre-processing steps for each algorithm as described in their individual
procedures. It is necessary to include the influences of varying these steps in the overall outcome
of an algorithm. However, it is not the aim of this project to provide an in-depth analysis
of the relationship between these pre-processing algorithms and target detection algorithm
performance. A discussion of how varying pre-processing steps affects overall target detection
was performed by Grimm [Grimm 05]. This analysis is therefore performed outside the detection
experiments and the results are incorporated into the final detection analysis. This section
outlines the procedures for determining the proper pre-processing steps and variables to use as
well as outlining how the algorithms will be compared to each other.
6.3.1 Dimensionality Reduction Analysis
The dimensionality reduction algorithms SVD, PCA, and MNF have been previously described
in Section 3.2. It is necessary to select one of these algorithms to use throughout the rest
of the experiment. This is accomplished by applying each dimensionality reduction algorithm
to the ELM atmospherically compensated Run 5 data set and retaining a varying number of
bands. The effects of reducing the FLAASH corrected data or the original radiance cube are
not examined. In addition, the four targets described earlier are dimensionally reduced through
the same process so that the image and target are in the same domain. The number of bands
kept is determined by calculating the percentage of variability described per number of bands.
This experiment analyzes eight levels of reduction for each method as well as the unaltered data
set.
Two target detection algorithms are then applied to the data set. The SAM target detection
algorithm is implemented as a baseline detector and is not influenced by any background vari-
able. The ACE algorithm is implemented using a background covariance matrix calculated from
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the entire image after masking out all targets and target-like objects. This method has been
shown to result in a good detection performance and is examined more in Section 6.3.2. ACE
and its background covariance description is included because the dimensionality reduction step
may influence the calculation of the covariance matrix.
ROC curves are generated from these results and the threshold and ADR metrics are cal-
culated from these curves. These results from both the SAM and ACE algorithms as well as
previous work found in the literature [Ientilucci 03, Staab 05] are used to make a conclusion as
to the best image to proceed with. The method chosen is used for all future ELM or FLAASH
calculations throughout the rest of the thesis.
6.3.2 Covariance Calculation Analysis
Techniques for calculating a background covariance matrix for use in statistical matched filters
were discussed previously in Section 4.3 but the region over which to calculate these statistics
has not been addressed. This project does not aim to discover the best method for obtaining
a background covariance matrix. Rather, it builds on previous work in this area as well as a
limited analysis of how different background regions affect detection performance.
This analysis consists of selecting multiple backgrounds in both the ELM and FLAASH at-
mospherically compensated dimensionality reduced Run 5 image and calculating the covariance
matrix over these regions. Six regions have been selected where the covariance matrix has been
calculated for each one. These background covariances are then incorporated into the statistical
matched filters ACE and CEM. The same background covariances are used for each of the four
targets described previously.
Detection performance metrics are used to assess the effect of varying the region over which
the background covariance is calculated. The DR at a FAR of .001 and the ADR are once
again calculated from ROC curves. These results along with previous work performed by West
[West 05] are used to determine the method and region of the background to calculate the
covariance matrix from based on detection results. The method chosen is used in the final
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comparison between detection algorithms.
6.3.3 Basis Vector/Endmember Calculation Analysis
The next pre-processing analysis step involves calculation of basis vectors for geometrical
matched filter detectors. This project discards PPI and N-FINDR as basis vector selection
methods in favor of the MaxD method. The MaxD method has been shown to outperform
other methods for calculation of background basis vectors in certain circumstances. Addition-
ally, little difference was seen between algorithms when calculations were performed on target
subspaces [Bajorski 04b].
The number of basis vectors to use is analyzed in a target detection capacity by performing a
geometric matched filter detection algorithm using the background basis vectors obtained from
MaxD. Target and target-like pixels are eliminated from the input to MaxD. This experiment
makes use of both the OSP and ASD algorithms. The number of basis vectors used to describe
the background ranges from 5 to 35. These 31 descriptions of the background are used with each
of the four targets in these algorithms. The ELM and FLAASH atmospherically compensated
Run 5 images are both used for this analysis step.
ROC curves and quantitative metrics such as the DR at a FAR of .001 and the ADR are
calculated from these detection results. A preferred number of basis vectors will be determined
by comparing and evaluating the metrics from all of these runs. This number can be compared
to results obtained in the work by Bajorski et al. [Bajorski 04b] to determine the optimum
number of basis vectors for this scenario.
6.3.4 Invariant Algorithm Analysis
Analysis of the Invariant algorithm will focus on the creation of the target subspace used as
an input into the ASD algorithm. These target subspaces are calculated from multiple larger
target spaces created by varying multiple atmospheric and orientation parameters. Three target
spaces are created for each target and they vary in size by modifying the amount of variability
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in the sun angle and target orientation parameters. Each one of these target spaces is reduced
in two methods. The first method is to calculated seven basis vectors from the target space
using the MaxD algorithm. The number of seven basis vectors was chosen based on results from
Ientilucci [Ientilucci 05]. In addition to basis vectors, the mean vector is also calculated from
these target subspaces. Therefore, each of the four targets have three target subspaces which
each have two ways of defining the target. These methods are all examined by performing the
ASD algorithm on the image using the different ways of defining the targets. The best method
will be determine by comparing the target detection results. The target detection results are
defined as ROC curves and quantitative metrics derived from the ROC curves such as the DR
at a FAR of .001 and the ADR. The best method will be selected and used for the final target
detection algorithm comparison.
6.3.5 Final Analysis
Previous analysis steps used both the ELM and FLAASH atmospheric compensation techniques.
The data set being used for this experiment has good ground truth data that allows for a
better compensation using ELM than FLAASH [MIT 04]. However, realistic imagery does not
contain accurate ground truth information and calibration panels. FLAASH therefore provides
a more realistic compensation than ELM. This becomes an important point when comparing the
invariant algorithm to other algorithms. It is not fair to compare the invariant results to those
obtained using the ELM compensated image. The invariant algorithm and FLAASH both utilize
MODTRAN and it is therefore more fair to compare the results from these methods. Since ELM
performs the best compensation, it is expected that the best detection results will be found when
using it. The more interesting comparison is between FLAASH and the invariant algorithm.
It is expected that the invariant algorithm will perform better than FLAASH compensation
algorithms but not as well as the ELM compensated algorithms.
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6.4 Processing Environment
The processing environment for performing all of these algorithms includes a mix of ENVI
procedures, IDL code, and MODTRAN runs. In general, those algorithms that exist in ENVI
were implemented in that format. In cases where ENVI algorithms were altered and rewritten
in IDL, results were checked against ENVI results. MODTRAN was used in the creation of the
invariant target space.
The dimensionality reduction algorithms SVD and PCA were implemented as IDL code.
PCA exists in ENVI but automatically mean centers the data. The PCA IDL code contains
this option and results under identical circumstances were compared to ensure accuracy. The
ENVI MNF procedure was used to perform this type of dimensionality reduction.
The target detection algorithms were all coded in IDL. The SAM algorithm also exists in
ENVI but was coded and tested in IDL as well. The IDL environment provided greater flexibility
with determining input and output preferences. This also allowed for all detection algorithms
to be calculated in the same processing environment. Additionally, covariance matrices were
calculated in IDL using the correlate command. The techniques for performing the invariant
algorithm include numerous runs of MODTRAN as well as IDL code to perform the physics
based modeling and creation of the target space.
Background endmembers were all calculated using a robust MaxD IDL code that was slightly
altered. Alterations were made to allow for implementation on a larger data set than was
initially intended.
The performance metrics used in this research have all been coded in IDL. ROC curve data
is calculated from detection results and truth maps and quantitative metrics are calculated from
this result. Data plot metrics are calculated from the detection results and the truth maps.
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6.5 Summary
The goal of this project was to determine an optimum detection procedure for a given target and
image data set. This project aims to examine a relatively wide range of detection algorithms
while exploring some of the effects of input variables. This chapter has introduced the data
set that will be used to perform this analysis, including the image and targets to be examined.
Additionally, five experiments have been designed to complete this task. The first three experi-
ments are designed to determine the method of calculating some of the input variables for each
of the algorithms. The purpose of these experiments is to scale the scope of runs needed to
accomplish the goal. A thorough examination of dimensionality reduction and background de-
scription is not a focus of this research. These are necessary steps in the process of determining
a successful detection algorithm. The first experiment is used to define the method and amount
of dimensionality reduction that will be performed on the image and targets prior to further
processing. The second two experiments deal with how to calculate background descriptions
for algorithms based on two different assumptions. For a statistical background assumption,
different background regions over which to calculate a covariance matrix are examined. The
number of background basis vectors for a structured background model are examined in the
other experiment. The fourth experiment deals with the method of creating the target subspace
to be used in the invariant algorithm. Multiple target spaces are created and multiple subspaces
are derived from them. The last experiment outlines the manner in which the algorithms will
be compared. ELM compensated data will not be compared to FLAASH compensated or the
invariant algorithm because it is an unfair comparison. Specific details and results from each
of these experiments are discussed in the next section.
Chapter 7
Results
The results from the experiments outlined in the previous section are presented and discussed
in this section. In addition, details associated with the execution of each step in the proposed
experiments are presented and explained. The results from each proposed experiment are
analyzed and the conclusions drawn from them are used for the final analysis. This chapter
also discusses anamolous results and presents possible explanations for them. In the final
analysis, arguements are made to support one target detection method as performing better
than the others examined under the conditions specified in this research. Evidence is presented
in support of this conclusion.
7.1 Dimensionality Reduction Analysis Results
The analysis of dimensionality reduction algorithms is performed by examining the effects of
each algorithm on target detection performance as described previously. This work examines
four different reduction methods at multiple levels of reduction in comparison to the original
image.
The first two dimensionality reduction methods utilize MNF in different approaches. MNF
requires information about the noise content of the image. Ideally, a noise file would exist to
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provide this data. This does not exist for this data set so the noise data must be estimated
from the image itself. This is accomplished in ENVI by providing a uniform region of the scene
over which the noise statistics can be estimated. For the image in this work, there exists a large
white tarp that can be used as a uniform region input into the MNF algorithm. The pixels
associated with this tarp are input into MNF and the resultant image is the mnfpanel image
discussed later.
Figure 7.1: Uniform region from run 5 image for calculation of mnfpanel image.
However, examination of the variation in this tarp shows that the variation in the grass is
visible through the tarp. This may affect the noise reduction in the MNF procedure. It was
therefore decided that a different uniform region was needed. An acceptable uniform region
was located in a different image taken that same day at a different altitude. The run 24 image
taken at 20,000 feet contains a large body of water in the bottom corner that can be used as
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a uniform region. This region was input into the MNF algorithm and the run 24 image was
reduced using MNF. One of the outputs from the MNF procedure is a noise stats file. The
noise stats file from the run 24 image was used as the input to the MNF procedure for the
run 5 image. The result is a run 5 MNF dimensionaly reduced image using the water subset
from the run 24 image. This dimensionally reduced image is referred to as mnfwater in further
discussions.
Figure 7.2: Uniform region from run 24 image for calculation of mnfwater image.
The third method utilizes PCA to rotate and reduce the data space. This thesis uses a PCA
routine written in IDL that does not mean center the data the way that the ENVI PCA routine
does. This routine has been validated to return the same results as the ENVI routine without
removing the mean from the data. The last method is the SVD technique which has also been
written in IDL. This technique is very similar to PCA and produces similar results.
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After performing each of these techniques on the input reflectance image, the target vectors
must be transformed as wel. Each of the target vectors is converted using the same process
as the input image. It was then time to determine the amount of reduction that would be
analyzed. It was decided to use the total percent variability described by each number of bands
as a determining factor. The number of bands needed to reach 99%, 99.9%, 99.99%, and 100%
total variability, for each reduction algorithm, was chosen for further analysis. These levels and
the total percent variability described for them can be seen in Table 7.1. The specific total
number of bands kept are 5, 23, 25, 28, 96, 101, 135, and the full rotated unreduced number of
145.
Bands MNFpanel MNFwater PCA SVD
1 82.7714 77.7087 67.9529 67.6621
2 89.3926 95.6887 93.9801 93.8025
3 92.8257 97.7341 96.7236 96.6338
4 94.7752 98.5153 98.7371 98.6648
5 96.0036 99.0205 99.1837 99.1643
23 99.0085 99.8918 99.8750 99.8730
25 99.0842 99.9008 99.8865 99.8848
28 99.1841 99.9116 99.9018 99.9003
96 99.9032 99.9902 99.9881 99.9881
101 99.9198 99.9922 99.9902 99.9902
135 99.9911 99.9991 99.9989 99.9989
145 100 100 100 100
Table 7.1: Total percent variability described for each dimensionality reduction algorithm.
Now that the images and targets are converted and the desired levels of reduction have been
chosen it is time to run the target detection algorithms for each of the necessary combinations.
Only the ELM compensated image was used as an input in this analysis. For each of the
four targets, eight levels of reduction are used for each of the four reduction algorithms. In
addition, detection results were calculated for the original image for each of the four targets.
This resulted in 132 detection results for both the SAM algorithm and the ACE algorithm.
The ACE algorithm was performed using the full scene with target-like pixels removed as the
background region. The results are analyzed using a FAR threshold and the ADR.
Analysis of the dimensionality reduction algorithms is performed by examining the SAM
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results first. Figure 7.3 displays the detection results for each of the four targets at each level of
reduction using the threshold performance metric while Figure 7.4 uses the ADR performance
metric. The line labeled Full in each graph corresponds to the full scene with no dimensionality
reduction and has the same value for each number of bands kept on the x axis. The general
trend in each of the graphs in Figure 7.3 is a decrease in detection performance when only five
bands are used. There is little effect for other levels of reduction however. The SVD and PCA
algorithms show a slight increase in detection performance in Figures 7.3(d), 7.4(c), and 7.4(d).
The VF target has different results than all other target examined throughout this thesis and
is examined in detail later in this chapter. Its results are included with the other targets but
conclusions drawn generally do not correspond to the results from target VF.
Another conclusion that can be drawn from these figures is that there is no single method
that produces the best detection result across the board. For some targets, the full scene per-
forms best while for others it is SVD, PCA, or the MNFpanel method. These inconclusive
results could introduce another source of variation in the detection performance of the algo-
rithms. These results do not encourage the use of a dimensionality reduction algorithm for this
work due to the unpredictable nature of there effects. This evidence suggests that using the
full scene with no dimensionality reduction algorithms may be best for the overall goal of this
research. This trend continues when examining the effects on target detection when a statistical
target detection algorithm is used in conjunction with the dimensionality reduction algorithms.
The results in Figures 7.5 and 7.6 are further evidence for the decision not to utilize a
dimensionality reduction algorithm for this research. No algorithm consistently outperforms
the full scene image across all targets and detection metrics. There is also an earlier dropoff
in detection performance as the number of bands is reduced when the ACE algorithm is used
for comparison. This is most likely because of the effects on the calculated covariance matrix.
Significant performance deterioration is seen at 28 or fewer bands. Once again, these results do
not hold true when examining the VF target which is examined later.
In conclusion, no dimensionality reduction step was chosen for this research because no
algorithm consistently outperformed the unreduced image across all targets and performance











Figure 7.4: ADR for SAM Algorithm in Di-
mensionality Reduction Experiments.











Figure 7.6: ADR for ACE Algorithm in Di-
mensionality Reduction Experiments.
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metrics chosen. The full scene with no reduction was chosen so that another source of variation
was not introduced into the experiment. This experiment focuses on comparing the performance
of target detection algorithms on equal basis and the inclusion of a dimensionality reduction
algorithm with this data set is not necessary for that comparison. The data set used in this
research has low sensor noise which reduces the need to compensate for noise effects.
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7.2 Covariance Calculation Analysis Results
The covariance calculation analysis step of this research consisted of varying the region over
which the background covariance matrix was calculated and analyzing the effects of this vari-
ation on the ACE and CEM algorithms. This analysis was performed on both the ELM and
FLAASH atmospheric compensated images. The six regions that were examined as background
regions are illustrated in Figure 7.7. This figure shows the tree region in green, grass in red,
road in blue, and a mix region containing each of these classes in yellow. The other two regions
analyzed are the full scene and the full scene with all target and target like pixels masked
out. This pixel mask is seen in Figure 7.8 and displays the background pixels as black and the
masked out pixels as white.
Figure 7.7: Background regions used in Covariance Calculation Analysis.
Figure 7.8: Pixel mask with all target and target like pixels masked out.
The detection results for this experiment are displayed in Figures 7.9 and 7.10. Each figure
displays the detection result for each of the four targets using the covariance matrix calculated
from each of the six background regions on the x axis. The four graphs in Figure 7.9 utilize
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the DR at a FAR of 10−3 as the detection performance metric while the four graphs in Figure
7.10 use the ADR. The most important observation to make from these figues is the effect of
eliminating target pixels from the background region. In every case, detection performance
improves from using the full scene to using the full scene with target and target like pixels
excluded. Contamination of the background region with target pixels has detrimental effects
on detection performance. It can also be seen that for most cases, the full scene with no targets
results in the best overall detection performance when compared to all regions.
Further analysis of these results shows that there is not a single region among the tree, grass,
road, mix group that consistently shows a good detection. Additionally, there is no method
to predict which of these regions should be used for the background region. Lastly, it can be
noted that the tree region results in poor performance for the FLAASH image. This effect is
most likely due to an inaccurate compensation for the FLAASH image.
From these results it was decided to use the covariance matrix derived from the full scene
minus targets. It is recognized that this is not a realistic situation. In an operational sense, it
is not possible to mask out the targets before target detection because a priori knowledge of
target locations would eliminate the need to perform target detection. However, this method is
chosen as an ideal test of the detection algorithm which is the overall goal of this research. This
line of thinking is also used in the next section to explain background endmember selection.





Figure 7.9: DR at FAR for ACE and CEM
Algorithms using ELM and FLAASH atmo-






Figure 7.10: ADR for ACE and CEM Algo-
rithms using ELM and FLAASH atmospheric
compensation techniques in Covariance Calcu-
lation Experiments.
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7.3 Basis Vectors/Endmembers Calculation Analysis Re-
sults
This section analyzes the results from varying the input parameters into the geometrical target
detection algorithms OSP and ASD. Specifically, the number of basis vectors used to describe
the background in the scene is varied between 5 and 35 endmembers. These endmembers are
calculated using the MaxD algorithm. The MaxD algorithm utilized the MNFpanel image in its
computation to reduce noise effects. In addition, all target and target like pixels were masked
out of the input into the MaxD algorithm. Similarly to the covariance calculation in the last
section, this step is not operationally realistic. However, it is being performed to test the best
case scenario of the detection algorithms being analyzed. By performing this same exclusion
on the statistical and geometrical detection algorithms, a fair comparison can be made.
This process results in the same background endmembers being used for all targets for each
image. However, there are different background endmembers between the ELM and FLAASH
compensated images. The locations of the 35 endmembers selected using MaxD for each at-
mospherically compensated image are shown in Figures 7.11 and 7.12. The locations of the
endmembers are spread out over a range of grass, tree, road, and shadow pixels.
Figure 7.11: Locations of endmembers determined using MaxD on ELM image.
The analysis of the basis vector selection method focused on the number of basis vectors
used to describe the background. The results of this experiment are located in Figures 7.13
and 7.14. Each target type is represented by a different colored line with the detection result
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Figure 7.12: Locations of endmembers determined using MaxD on FLAASH image.
on the y axis and the number of background basis vectors used on the x axis.
The results for the runs using the ELM data, Figures 7.13(a), 7.13(b), 7.14(a), and 7.14(b),
show a general decline as the number of background endmembers used is reduced. This effect is
seen across the range of targets with the exception of VF which has produced anomalous results
previously and is examined in depth later on. This result does not match previous work which
did not show this general decline as the number of endmembers was reduced [Bajorski 04a,
Bajorski 04b]. The reason for this difference is most likely a result of the data sets being
examined. The large HYDICE data set used in this research produces different results than
data sets examined in other work. Here, a large spatial data set with a small number of classes
(5-10) requires a large number of basis vectors to accurately describe the entire space. It is
hypothesized that if the range of basis vectors were further increased, the detection performance
would eventually decrease as seen in previous work on this subject.
The results from the FLAASH compensated data contain another interesting feature. The
results shown in Figures 7.13(c), 7.13(d), 7.14(c), and 7.14(d) display a noticable drop in de-
tection performance between 25 and 24 background basis vectors. It was hypothesized that
the 25th endmember described the background in a way that had not been captured by the
other endmembers at this point. This pixel was then located in the image and its spectrum
was compared to the other endmembers as can be seen in Figures 7.15 and 7.16. The pixel is
located in a grass region on the edge of a section of trees but is not located in the shadow of
the trees. It is not the first grass pixel selected as an endmember either. Numerous other grass





Figure 7.13: DR at FAR for OSP and ASD
Algorithms using ELM and FLAASH atmo-






Figure 7.14: ADR for OSP and ASD Al-
gorithms using ELM and FLAASH atmo-
spheric compensation techniques in Basis Vec-
tor/Endmember Calculation Experiments.
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Figure 7.15: Location of endmember
25 (blue) for FLAASH image. Figure 7.16: Endmember spectra from FLAASH image.
pixels were selected as can be seen in Figure 7.15. The next step was to compare the spectra
of this pixel with the spectra of the other basis vectors. Figure 7.16 displays the spectra of
all basis vectors but also breaks them down by order. The red spectra belong to the first 24
basis vectors and contain both the brightest and darkest pixels. This is expected because those
pixels are selected first in the MaxD technique. However, they also include multiple spectra in
between that roughly correspond with the rest of the basis vectors. Spectra associated with
the last 10 basis vectors are displayed in blue and the 25th basis vector is displayed in black.
This spectra displays no obvious differences from the other spectra that would indicate that its
inclusion in the background description would improve detection performance.
The overall conclusion that can be drawn from these results is that, for the data set used in
this experiment, a large number of basis vectors (>25) is necessary to describe the background.
This is chiefly due to the size of the image being examined (∼ 500,000 pixels). The variety of
objects in the image corresponds to a small number of classes of objects (5-10) which does not
affect the necessary number of basis vectors as much as the size of the image. While this study
indicated improved detection performance as the number of basis vectors was increased it does
not suggest that significantly increasing the number of background basis vectors would further
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improve detection performance. The total number of basis vectors used for further analysis was
30 endmembers.
The decision to omit target like pixels from the input to the endmember selection algorithm
was made to simulate a best case scenario for each algorithm where there are no target pixels
selected as background endmembers. This decision also corresponds with the choice to eliminate
these pixels from the covariance calculation for the statistical matched filters and allows for a
fair comparison to be made between them.
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7.4 Invariant Algorithm Analysis Results
The final detection algorithm that was analyzed was the invariant technique. The focus of
the analysis for this technique was the creation of the target space to be input into the ASD
algorithm. This research utilized MODTRAN runs performed for work done by Ientilucci
[Ientilucci 05]. That research looked at a spatial subset of the same data set used in this
research, the HYDICE Forest Radiance I data set. The input values for the MODTRAN runs
used in both are summarized in Table 7.2.
Atmospheric Model Midlatitude Summer
Aerosol Model Rural Extinction
Sensor Altitude 5146 ft (1.56 km)
Day of the Year 236
Latitude 39.33469 N
Longitude 76.27811 W
Time of Day 9:10 am EDT
Visibility (km) 16,18,20,25
GND Topography (H2) (km) 0.015, 0.030, 0.045
WV Scale Factor 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8
Change in Target Illumination Varied
Shape Factor Varied
Table 7.2: Summary of input variables and known values for MODTRAN runs. [Ientilucci 05]
The known values in the table were recorded at the time of collection. The variables with
multiple values are unknown parameters and the estimated values are listed. The estimated
values from visibility, ground topography, and water vapor were used in the work by Ientilucci
to create a MODTRAN look up table (LUT) which was used for this research [Ientilucci 05].
The parameters that are varied differently here are the input target vector as well as the target
orientation and shape factors.
The target spaces are created by inputting the MODTRAN LUT, target vector, sensor
response file, water vapor, target orientation and shape factors into a sensor reaching radiance
equation. The HYDICE data set used is well calibrated and therefore, we did not account for
calibration errors. A thorough description of the sensor reaching radiance equation and how
the MODTRAN LUT is used to determine the variables in it can be found in work published
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by Ientilucci [Ientilucci 05] and by Healey [Healey 99, Thai 02].
The parameters varied in this research are the target orientation and shape factor. The
range over which they are varied is quite extensive and can be seen in the upper corners of each
target space plot and in Table 7.3. This broad range of values was used to create a target space
for each of the four targets examined. The resultant target space using this full range of values
includes 4,620 target vectors. This target space was intentionally made large with plans to also
examine smaller spaces.
Change in Target Illumination 41%, 29%, 15%, 0, -15%, -32%, -48%
Shape Factor 1.0, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, 0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1, 0.0
Table 7.3: Summary of varied parameters for MODTRAN runs.
The target spaces created for each of the four targets using this method can be seen in
Figure 7.17. In each subplot of this figure, the invariant target space consisting of 4,620 vectors
is plotted in black. It is plotted on top of the spectra of every target pixel in the image which is
in red. In addition, the average spectra of all the target pixels is plotted in green. This average
value is used to evaluate how well the target space matches the target pixel spectra.
For each spectra in the target space, a root mean square (RMS) error is calculated between
it and the mean target spectra. This RMS error was chosen as the metric to determine the
accuracy of the target space in relation to the target pixels in the image. The RMS error is
plotted in Figure 7.18 for each of the four targets. Each point in the figure corresponds to
a different set of input MODTRAN values and target orientation and shape factor variables.
This figure was used to eliminate target orientations and shape factors that varied widely from
the target pixel mean. It is possible to determine which combination of shape factor and
target orientation creates the largest RMS error and eliminate them from the next target space
creation.
From these two figures, the range of target orientations and shape factors was reduced to
three shape factors and four target orientation angles. This range of values resulted in a target
space consisting of 720 vectors and is referred to as the large target space. These vectors are
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(a) C5 (b) C6
(c) V (d) VF
Figure 7.17: Full invariant target spaces plotted over target pixel spectra with mean of the
target pixel spectra included.





Figure 7.18: RMS error plots between full invariant target space and mean spectra of target
pixels.
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(a) C5 (b) C6
(c) V (d) VF
Figure 7.19: Large invariant target spaces plotted over target pixel spectra with mean of the
target pixel spectra included.
plotted along with the target pixels and the target pixel mean in Figure 7.19. The precise values
used for the target orientaton and shape factor can be seen in the upper corners of each plot in
this figure. These values were selected based solely on their low RMS error. Knowledge about
possible values based on a priori target information was not used to select either the target
orientation or shape factor variables. It can be seen in this figure that the distribution of target
vectors is much smaller than the full target space and is centered around the target pixel mean
vector in green. The goal of selecting this range of values is to represent the effects of having a
priori knowledge about the scene and target conitions on the creation of a target space.
The final target space was created by determining the combination of target orientation and
shape factor that minimized the RMS error with regards to the target pixel mean vector. This
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was determined by calculating the RMS error between every vector in the large target space and
the target pixel mean from the original input radiance image. The resulting RMS errors can be
seen in Figure 7.20. The best combination of target orientation and shape factor corresponds
to the singe lowest RMS error point in each plot. The target subspace vector corresponding to
that point represents the target orientation and shape factor that is used for the final target
space.
The final target space consists of the input combination that results in the lowest RMS error
to the target pixel mean vector. These values were not chosen based upon a priori knowledge
of the target. The 60 vectors associated with this space only represent the variation due to
visibility, ground topography, and water vapor as described in Table 7.2. A plot of this small
target space in relation to the overall distribution of the target pixels in the input radiance
image can be seen in Figure 7.21. The green vector once again represents the mean of the
target pixel vectors and is the vector that this target space has been optimized against. The
shape factor and orientation angle used to create this small target space are listed in the upper
corners of each plot in this figure.
The RMS error between each of the 60 vectors in this target space and the target pixel mean
can be seen in Figure 7.22. Each point in this plot corresponds to a different combination of
visibility, ground topography, and water vapor. However, the effects of varying these parameters
are not included in this research.
Once creation of these three target spaces is created, the next step in the procedure is to
reduce the size of the target space. One method that has been selected to perform this task is
to use the MaxD endmember calculation algorithm to select endmembers from the target space.
Seven endmembers were chosen based on research done by Ientilucci [Ientilucci 05]. These seven
endmembers chosen from each of the target spaces consist of the corresponding target subspace.
Therefore, using this method to create the target subspaces, there are three subspaces created
for each target and they are labeled bv7all, bv7big, and bv7small.
The other method used to reduce the size of the target spaces in order to create a manageable
target suspace is to calculate the mean of the target space. This method was proposed and





Figure 7.20: RMS error plots between large invariant target space and mean spectra of target
pixels.
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(a) C5 (b) C6
(c) V (d) VF
Figure 7.21: Small invariant target spaces plotted over target pixel spectra with mean of the
target pixel spectra included.





Figure 7.22: RMS error plots between small invariant target space and mean spectra of target
pixels.
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utilized in work done by Ientilucci [Ientilucci 05]. The mean vector was therefore calculated
from each of the three target spaces for each target to create a single vector target subspace.
These target subspaces are labeled meanall, meanbig, and meansmall.
The necessary input target variables have now been computed for the invariant algorithm.
However, new background basis vectors must be calculated because the input image is now a
radiance image rather than either of the atmospherically compensated reflectance images used
earlier. The same method is used to calculate these vectors that was used earlier. The MaxD
algorithm is used and the input image has the target like pixels masked out. The only difference
is the input image which is now a radiance image. A total of 35 background endmembers are
once again calculated and their locations are shown in red in Figure 7.23. Endmembers ranging
from 5 to 30 were chosen for computation in this experiment.
Figure 7.23: Locations of endmembers determined using MaxD on radiance image for the
invariant algorithm.
At this point, all of the necessary pre-processing steps and variables have been computed
in order to perform the target detection outlined by the invariant algorithm. The actual com-
putation performed is the ASD algorithm which requires a target vector or subspace as well
as a background space consisting of endmembers. This experiment utilizes the radiance image,
the target subspaces and vectors described above, and the background endmembers calculated
from the radiance image. All of the results are displayed in Figures 7.24 and 7.25. These results
can also be seen with a common scale in Figures A.8 and A.9.
The results from this experiment are once again analyzed by examining the DR at a FAR
of 10−3 as well as the ADR calculated from ROC curves of the detection results. At this point,
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the analysis consists of comparing the detection performance of each of the six target subspaces
created against each other. These six target subspaces were labeled as bv7all, bv7big, bv7small,
meanall, meanbig, and meansmall and they correspond to the three different sized target spaces
and the manner of reducing the size of the space. Included in this analysis is the effect of varying
the number of background basis vectors between 5 and 30. These results can be seen in Figures
7.24 and 7.25.
The first thing that will be pointed out in the analysis of the results in these figures is that
the data for target VF in Figures 7.24(d) and 7.25(d) do not follow the same pattern as the
results for the other targets. This phenomenon has been noticed in the results for the other
experiments as well and is explored further later in this chapter. The rest of this analysis will
focus on the results for the first three targets.
The results using the threshold metric defined as the DR at a FAR of 10−3 are located in
Figures 7.24(a), 7.24(b), and 7.24(c) and are examined first. The six lines in each plot can
first be grouped into two categories, those subspaces consisting of seven basis vectors and those
consisting of a mean vector. The results in each plot corresponding to the mean vector used
as the input target subspace are better than those for the basis vector method. This indicates
that for the data set in question, calculating a mean vector for the target subspace is a superior
method for detecting targets while eliminating FA’s than calculating basis vectors.
Looking at the mean vector results more closely allows for a distinction to be made about
the effect on performance of the initial target space size as indicated by either all, big, or
small. When calculating a mean vector to describe the target subspace, larger target spaces
that describe the target more broadly result in better detection performance. The best overall
detection performance consists of using the meanall target subspace with a large number of
background endmembers. As was seen in Section 7.3, as the number of background endmembers
increases, target detection improves.
However, if the basis vector method results are examind more closely, the opposite phenom-
ena is seen. That is, if the target subspace is described using seven basis vectors, calculating
these vectors from the smallest, most accurate target space results in the best detection per-





Figure 7.24: DR at FAR for ASD Algorithm
using the radiance image and the invariant





Figure 7.25: ADR for ASD Algorithm using
the radiance image and the invariant technique
to create target subspaces.
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formance. The results in Figures 7.24(a), 7.24(b), and 7.24(c) show that bv7small outperforms
bv7big and bv7all. It further shows that bv7all performs the poorest overall. This indicates
that while the largest target space should be used if the mean vector is calculated, the smallest
target space should be used if basis vectors are being calculated.
An explanation for this difference focuses on the size of the target spaces and what each
method of selecting a target space looks at. When looking at the full target space for a target,
the variability present is apparent. The mean vector calculated from this full space incorporates
the influence of all vectors equally and results in a single vector that describes the whole space.
However, if seven basis vectors are calculated using the MaxD technique, these vectors will
encompass the whole target space. They will include the outlying vectors that do not describe
the target space as a whole. These vectors would represent a bad match for many of the target
pixels in the scene and would therefore lower the detection performance.
However, when the size of the target space is reduced to its smallest size, the opposite
affect occurs. Calculating the mean vector from this small space describes the overall shape
of the space but does not describe the minor variations. If basis vectors are calculated from
this small space outliers will once again be selected. However, in the case of a small target
space, the outliers lie much closer to the mean of the space. When these outliers are selected as
basis vectors, as they most likely will, their variation from the mean is smaller. They therefore
more accurately describe more target pixels in the scene than if a larget target space was used.
However, this research shows that calculating basis vectors on a small target space still does
not outperform calculating the mean vector on any size target space.
The results for the ADR performance metric do not show as clear of results. The plot in
Figure 7.25(b) shows the same results but the plots in Figures 7.25(a) and7.25(c) show the
exact opposite result. All of the methods still provide a high level of detection performance.
Results for the C6 target indicate that the target subspace described by the mean vector results
in a ROC curve with a largest area beneath the curve. Targets C5 and V for the ADR metric
show that the basis vector technique results in higher ROC curve for all FAR’s. This research
focuses on the threshold metric as the primary performance metric because of its ability to
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detect targets while eliminating FA’s. Due to the fact that this metric was still relatively high
for the targets examined and that the DR at a low FAR is a better metric for eliminating FA’s,
this research puts more weight on the results when using the threshold metric.
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7.5 Final Analysis Results
The ultimate goal of this research is to perform a comparison of target detection algorithms
based on detection performance and to draw conclusions about which algorithms perform best.
The previous sections served the purpose of identifying the best procedure for each of the
proposed algorithms in terms of detection performance for this data set. This section shows how
each of these algorithms compares to each other. The comparisons are divided between ELM
and FLAASH compensated data. The invariant results are included in the ELM comparison
despite the fact that ELM atmospheric compensation produces a better level of correction
than is attainable with the invariant algorithm given the amount of ground truth information
available. A more accurate comparison to make is between the invariant algorithm and FLAASH
compensated imagery.
The first comparison looks at the SAM and matched filter algorithm’s performance on the
ELM atmospherically compensated image. We will first analyze the threshold metric results in
Figure 7.26. The top three algorithms for targets C5, C6, and V are ACE, CEM, and ASD in
that order. The statistical matched filters outperform the other algorithms examind for three
of the four targets. Out of the two statistical matched filters, the ACE algorithm has a higher
DR at a FAR of 10−3. The SAM algorithm generally performs poorly in comparison which was
to be expected. Of interest however is the fact that for target VF, SAM actully performs best.
All other algorithms exhibit a drastic drop in detection performance for this target. This target
is examined in greater detail in the next section. The invariant algorithm generally performs
about as well as the OSP algorithm which was the poorest performing matched filter.
The results using the ADR metric are found in Figure 7.27. Similar results are found for
target C5 and C6 with the statistical matched filters outperforming the geometrical matched
filters and the SAM algorithm performing poorest. However, for targets V and VF the SAM
algorithm performs best followed by the OSP geometric algorithm and then the CEM statistical
matched filter. ACE performs worst for these targets with the ASD algorithm offering a slight
improvement. The invarian algorithm offers comparable perfomance to the matched filters for
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Figure 7.26: Final analysis for all algorithms and targets using ELM atmospheric compensation
and DR at FAR =.001
targets C5 and C6 but performs extremely poor for targets V and VF.
Looking at the combined results offered in these two figures leads to the following con-
clusions about detection algorithm perfomance on ELM atmospherically compensated images.
Statistical matched filters (specifically ACE) work best for targets C5 and C6 based upon both
the threshold and ADR metrics. This would indicate that the ROC curves would be highest at
a FAR of 10−3 and also have the highest overall area for statistical mached filters. This effect
can be seen in Figures 7.28 and 7.29. For target V, the statistical matched filters were best in
terms of the threshold metric but not in terms of the ADR metric. The ROC curve in Figure
7.30 shows that for the FAR used, the statistical matched filter ROC curves are highest. Other
algorithms however, most notably SAM and OSP, are higher at higher FAR’s and therefore
have a higher ADR value. Target VF is discussed in greater detail later.
The invariant algorithm is generally outperformd by the statistical matched filters and by
the traditional ASD algorithm. For target C5 it outperforms the OSP algorithm but this is not
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Figure 7.27: Final analysis for all algorithms and targets using ELM atmospheric compensation
and ADR
seen across other targets. The ROC curves show that the invariant algorithm can not compete
against the matched filter algorithms when an accurate ELM atmospheric compensation step
is accomplished.
The second comparison for the final results looks at algorithm detection performance when
the FLAASH atmospherically compensated image is used. This comparison includes the in-
variant algorithm as well. The detection results for the FLAASH image will be worse than
those for the ELM image which leads to greater separation between algorithms. The results for
the FLAASH image are more consistent from target to target with the exception once again of
target VF which is discussed in the next session.
The threshold metric values for each algorithm at each target in the FLAASH imagery can
be seen in Figure 7.31. The algorithm performance rank is steady across targets C5, C6, and
V. The statistical matched filters perform best with ACE outperforming CEM. Next comes
the three algorithms that use geometrical matched filters. The invariant algorithm shows an
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Figure 7.28: ROC curves for target C5 using ELM atmospheric compensation.
Figure 7.29: ROC curves for target C6 using ELM atmospheric compensation.
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Figure 7.30: ROC curves for target V using ELM atmospheric compensation.
improvement over the traditional ASD algorithm while both outperform the OSP algorithm.
The worst performing algorithm for this comparison is the SAM algorithm. It was expected that
the shortcomings of the SAM algorithm would be more prevalant if the quality of atmospheric
compensation were lowered.
Using the ADR metric to make performance comparisons on FLAASH imagery yields similar
results. Figure 7.32 shows how the algorithms compare to each other for each target in terms of
the ADR performance metric. Once again, for targets C5 and C6 the statistical matched filters
perform best with little difference between ACE and CEM. The algorithms using geometrical
matched filters are the next best performing algorithms. For these algorithms, the invariant once
again outperforms the OSP and ASD algorithms indicating that performance can be improved
by utilizing the invariant method. Target V also has the best detection using statistical matched
filters. For this target, the CEM algorithm outperforms ACE and all others. The invariant
method does not offer improvement over the ASD algorithm for this target. It does however
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Figure 7.31: Final analysis for all algorithms and targets using FLAASH atmospheric compen-
sation and DR at FAR =.001
offer improvement from the OSP algorithm which performs just as poorly as the SAM algorithm.
The ROC curves themselves can be used again to further analyze the performance of these
algorithms over a range of FAR’s. The ROC curves for targets C5, C6, and V when the FLAASH
atmospherically compensated image is used can be seen in Figures 7.33, 7.34, 7.35. These
figures show that the statistical matched filters perform best at high FAR’s for all targets and
perform very well at lower FAR’s. SAM generally performs the poorest and the non invariant
geometrical matched filters perform in the middle with the ASD algorithm offering a better DR
at low FAR’s. ROC curves for two methods of the invariant algorithm are shown as well. An
interesting effect can be seen when comparing these two curves in Figure 7.35. The curve for
the invariant algorithm calculated using a mean vector has a higher DR only between FAR’s
of about 10−2 and 10−4. This indicates that the basis vector technique is more accurate for
this target at eliminating all FAR’s as indicated by the higher DR at very low FAR’s. It is
also better at detecting all the targets regardless of the presence of FA’s as can be seen by the
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Figure 7.32: Final analysis for all algorithms and targets using FLAASH atmospheric compen-
sation and ADR
higher DR at higher FAR’s.
This analysis of the results has lead to the conclusion that statistical matched filter algo-
rithms offer the best detection performance for this data set. The ACE algorithm was the
best overall performing algorithm. The invariant algorithm was not able to compete against
matched filters with an accurate ELM atmospheric compensation step. However, the invariant
technique did offer an improvement over existing geometrical matched filtering techniques oper-
ated on FLAASH compensated imagery. It was not able to match the performance of statistical
matched filters operated on FLAASH compensated imagery. The SAM algorithm offers a good
base point from which to compare other algorithms. Each of the examined algorithms offer
improved performance over SAM.
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Figure 7.33: ROC curves for target C5 using FLAASH atmospheric compensation.
Figure 7.34: ROC curves for target C6 using FLAASH atmospheric compensation.
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Figure 7.35: ROC curves for target V using FLAASH atmospheric compensation.
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7.6 VF Target Analysis
Throughout the presentation and analysis of the detection results, one of the targets was shown
to be the most difficult to detect. This target also reacted differently in comparisons of dimen-
sionality reduction, covariance calculation, basis vector calculation, and implementation of the
invariant algorithm. The target in question represents a series of vehicles and has been referred
to as target VF.
Quantitative metrics derived from ROC curves have already been presented to describe the
results for this target. The bar plot and histogram data plot metrics are now utilized to describe
these results. The first of these metrics that was used was the bar plot metric that shows the
range of detection values for the background and target pixels. The target pixels are broken up
into full and subpixel target pixels. The bar plots for the results from each algorithm can be
seen in Figure 7.36. The output from the best implementation of each algorithm, as determined
in the previous section, are shown for both ELM and FLAASH atmospheric compensation. For
the invariant algorithm, the results when calculating the target subspace from the full target
space using seven basis vectors and using the mean are shown.
It is difficult to draw conclusions as to the reason for the poor performance of this target
from these plots. However, these plots can be used to make other points. While the range
of detection values for the background pixels shows no pattern between ELM and FLAASH
corrected data, the range of detection values for target pixels generally decreases. In each of
the plots except 7.36(a), the size of the red bars for full and subpixel targets is smaller than the
size of the black bars. The wide range of detection values for the background pixels indicates
that there are false alarms found that return a better detection value than actual targets.
An interesting feature can be observed in Figure 7.36(f) when examing the difference between
using seven basis vectors and the mean vector. Using seven basis vectors results in smaller
background range but a larger target range. Using the mean vector results in a very large
background range but a very small range for targets. This would seem to indicate that using
seven basis vectors does a better job of separating the target from the background for this
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(a) Sam (b) OSP
(c) ASD (d) CEM
(e) ACE (f) Invariant
Figure 7.36: Bar plot metrics for target VF.
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target.
A closer examination of the relationship between target and background pixel detection
values can be made using the histogram plots. These plots are shown in Figures 7.37, 7.38, and
7.39. Each plot shows the histogram of detection values for the background pixels while the
target pixels are represented by delta functions. The height and color of the delta functions
correspond to different target types.
We will first examine the background histogram from these plots. Each bump in the his-
togram represents a group of pixels that have been detected in a similar manner. A good
detection would eliminate these bumps in the background histogram. The most important part
of the histogram in terms of target detection is the tail that stretches towards better detection
statistics. As this tail overlaps the target pixels, FA’s are detected. Complete separation be-
tween the background histogram and target pixels represents a perfect detection. This is not
accomplished in any of these plots but some perform better than others.
The other feature to examine in these histogram plots is the how the detection statistic varies
for different target types. The tall red delta functions correspond to full pixel targets and are
generally represent the highest detection statistic of all targets. They are also located furthest
from the background histogram in general. The middle green delta functions represent sub-pixel
targets and they are closer to the background. The small blue delta functions represent target
pixels in shadow and are located even closer to the background histogram. The background
histogram overlaps most often with shadow and subpixels but also overlaps with full pixel
targets. This indicates that FA’s are most often the result of target pixel being in shadow or
sub-pixel.
Despite the information that can be derived from both the bar and histogram plots, these
plots do not provide any insights into why this particular target is hardest to detect. An initial
theory to explain this suggested a problem with the input target spectra. This theory was
discarded for multiple reasons. This data set has been used extensively and an error of this
magnitude would have been detected and noted. Additionally, this type of error would have
resulted in a much worse detection for all algorithms.





Figure 7.37: Histogram plot metrics for target VF using SAM and OSP algorithms.





Figure 7.38: Histogram plot metrics for target VF using ASD and CEM algorithms.





Figure 7.39: Histogram plot metrics for target VF using ACE and Invariant algorithms.
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At this point, the nature of the target spectra itself was examined. The measured ground
truth spectra for this target can be seen in Figure 7.40. The spectra used for the target detection
has bad bands removed around the water vapor features. One of the first observations that
can be made about this spectra is its low magnitude. The maximum point for the mean vector
is at a reflectance value of 15%. Another observation that can be made about the spectra is
that it is relatively flat. This target does not have strong spectral features that would aid in
detection. It it proposed here that the main reasons for the poor detection of this target is this
combination of low magnitude and flat spectral shape.
Figure 7.40: Plot of ground measured reflectance spectrum for target VF.
If this theory is accurate, other targets that have similar spectra should also be difficult to
detect. Therefore, another target in the data set was selected based upon its ground measured
reflectance spectra. A desireable target for this comparison must have a spectra with low
magnitude and a flat spectral shape. The target chosen for this comparison is labeled DV4 and
consists of 27 pixels in the image. The ground measure reflectance spectrum for this target
can be seen in Figure 7.41. This spectra is even lower in magnitude than that of VF with a
maximum point of the mean vector being around 12%. This spectra does appears to have more
spectral features than that of VF however.
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Figure 7.41: Plot of ground measured reflectance spectrum for target DV4.
This theory was tested by performing multiple target detection algorithms using this target
spectra and comparing the results to the results for the other targets. The best case procedures
for the SAM, geometrical, and statistical matched filters were used to detect this target in the
image. The results from these five algorithms were calculated for both the ELM and FLAASH
atmospherically compensated image. The threshold and ADR metrics calculated from the ROC
curves are used to make this comparison.
This target exhibits similar detection difficulties as the VF target in the ELM compensated
imagery. Figures 7.42 and 7.43 show the same detection results as Figures 7.26 and 7.27 from
Section 7.5 with the results from target DV4 included as well. These figures show that target
DV4 is also a difficult target to detect as was hypothesized based on its spectra. The threshold
metric indicates that it is even more difficult to eliminate FA’s when trying to detect target
DV4 as exhibited by the lower DR at a FAR of 10−3. This decrease is seen for all algorithms
examined. The ADR metric in Figure 7.43 shows an increase in detection performance for every
algorithm except the SAM algorithm. It is therefore easier to detect all target pixels for DV4
regardless of FA’s than it was for target VF. This target is still a difficult target to detect in
comparison to targets C5 and C6. The relative performance of different algorithms was not
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Figure 7.42: Final analysis for all algorithms and targets (including DV4) using ELM atmo-
spheric compensation and DR at FAR = .001
examined for this target.
In order to compare these results further, the ROC curves for each target were analyzed.
The ROC curves from each algorithm for target VF can be seen in Figure 7.44 while Figure 7.45
shows the ROC curves associated with target DV4. It can be seen that, at low FAR’s, the ROC
curves for these targets are extremely low. The biggest difference between these targets is seen
when examing the results from the SAM algorithm. There is a large drop off in performance
for SAM between a FAR of 10−1 and 10−2 for target DV4. Overall, the ROC curves associated
with targets VF and DV4 indicate poor detection performance. The poor performance for
target DV4 was predictable based upon an examination of its spectral signature.
This same comparison of results was also performed on the FLAASH atmospherically com-
pensated imagery. The SAM algorithm and the matched filter algorithms were performed on
this target. The invariant algorithm was not included in this comparison. Figures 7.46 and
7.47 are identical to Figures 7.31 and 7.32 from Section 7.5 except that the detection results for
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Figure 7.43: Final analysis for all algorithms and targets (including DV4) using ELM atmo-
spheric compensation and ADR.
Figure 7.44: ROC curves for target VF using ELM atmospheric compensation.
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Figure 7.45: ROC curves for target DV4 using ELM atmospheric compensation.
target DV4 have been included as well. Examination of the results from the threshold metric
once again indicate a poor detection performance associated with this target for all algorithms
examined. In this case, all algorithms except the ACE algorithm perform worse for target DV4
than they did for target VF. DV4 was also much harder to detect than the other targets exam-
ined. This target is therefore very difficult to detect with low number of FA’s. The ADR metric
results once again indicate that target DV4 is a difficult target to detect. This metric however
did not indicate that target VF was especially difficult to detect. Figure 7.47 does indicate that
target DV4 was the most difficult target to detect regardless of FAs for every algorithm except
OSP. The OSP algorithm had the hardest time detecting all the pixels associated with target
V. These results once again indicate that it is possible to predict that a target will be difficult
to detect based on its spectral magnitude and shape.
Examination of the ROC curves for target VF and DV4 further indicate the difficulty in
detection of these targets. Figure 7.48 displays the ROC curves for each algorithm detecting
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Figure 7.46: Final analysis for all algorithms and targets (including DV4) using FLAASH
atmospheric compensation and DR at FAR = .001
Figure 7.47: Final analysis for all algorithms and targets (including DV4) using FLAASH
atmospheric compensation and ADR
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Figure 7.48: ROC curves for target VF using FLAASH atmospheric compensation.
target VF in the FLAASH compensated image. The ROC curves for detecting target DV4 in
the FLAASH compensated image can be found in Figure 7.49. The DR associated with both
of these targets are low beyond a FAR of 10−1 or 10−2. This causes low values for both the
threshold metric and the ADR.
The final analysis of this target focuses on the location of FAs in the image. This is accom-
plished by displaying detection maps that have been thresholded. These detection maps are
also overlayed on a color representation of the original image. The threshold for each detection
map is set by displaying all detections in the image when half of the target pixels are detected.
The same number of target pixels are detected in each image while the number of FAs may
vary depending on the success of the detector.
The images in Figure 7.50 show the results for SAM and the matched filters when ELM
atmospheric compensation has been performed on the image. The target pixels are the three
clusters in the bottom right of each image. The most common source of FAs for these algorithms
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Figure 7.49: ROC curves for target DV4 using FLAASH atmospheric compensation.
are other man made objects that have not been masked out. The upper right hand corner of
each image contains other vehicles and buildings that have not been masked out. These are
often falsely identified as targets. Another common source of FAs is the different sections of
road and pavement in the image. The last common FA source is bright dirt sections. Each of
the three target locations is at least partially detected in each image. These images show that
while the target appears difficult to detect, in terms of the ROC curve, many of the FAs are
associated with roads or other man made objects which would be expected.
This analysis continues by examining these same results for the FLAASH compensated
imagery. As witnessed in the previous results and discussions, the detection is much poorer
for FLAASH compensated imagery and therefore results in more FAs as can be seen by the
higher abundance of red in Figure ??. For the SAM and geometrical matched filter algorithms,
these FAs are located almost exclusively on roads, paved areas, or man made objects. If these
objects can be eliminated as possible targets in other ways, the detection performance would






Figure 7.50: Locations of detections when half of target pixels have been detected for SAM,
OSP, ASD, CEM, and ACE algorithms with ELM compensation.
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be improved. The statistical matched filters also show some FAs on roads, paved areas, and
other man made objects. However, a large portion of the FAs for these algorithms is spread
throughout the scene as single pixels. The lack of structure in these FAs is a result of the
covariance matrix being used to describe the background. Many of these single pixel FAs could
be eliminated through a clustering algorithm if the approximate size of the target is known.
Finally, this analysis was performed on the results from the invariant algorithm which can
be seen in Figure 7.52. The detections when the mean vector was used as the target vector
have both a structured and an unstructured aspect to them. There exists some structure to
the detects on man made objects and road surfaces. However, numerous single pixel detections
occur throughout the grass and tree regions in the scene. The basis vector approach to creating
a target subspace results in most FAs being clustered on man made objects or paved areas.
Additionally, there are a large number of FAs on dirt or dirty grass sections of the image.
This analysis has shown that many of the early FAs that are detected are the result of a small
group of objects in the scene. Man made objects, paved areas, roadways, and dirt represent
the locations of most of the FAs at the rate chosen. Detecting half of the target pixels results
in good clusters on each of the three target locations in the image. These facts indicate that it
may be possible to improve detection performance by identifying more objects that should be
masked from the scene such as roads.
This section has analyzed the detection results for target VF which proved to be the most
difficult target to detect. Data plot metrics were utilized to examine the results in more depth.
These types of metrics provided little information as to why this target was difficult to detect.
These metrics are better suited for comparitive studies between algorithms or targets. A theory
was introduced stating that the reason for the poor detection performance on this target was
the nature of its spectral signature. The low magnitude and flat spectral shape of this target
make it difficult to detect. This theory was tested by identifying another target with a spectral
signature that fits these characteristics. The detection results for this target were as poor or
worse than those for original difficult target. It was shown that it is possible to predict if a
target will be difficult to detect based on its spectral signature. Lastly, it was shown that FAs






Figure 7.51: Locations of detections when half of target pixels have been detected for SAM,
OSP, ASD, CEM, and ACE algorithms with FLAASH compensation.
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Figure 7.52: Locations of detections when half of target pixels have been detected for the
invariant algorithm.
typically appear on roads and man made objects. A succesful method for masking out more of
these objects would improve the detection performance of any of these algorithms.
Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work
This performance comparison of hyperspectral target detection algorithms has examined many
aspects of the detection chain. A selection of detection algorithms was chosen that approached
the problem in different ways. The baseline detection algorithm SAM was chosen along with two
different types of matched filter algorithms. These matched filters described the background
in either a statistical or geometrical manner. Lastly, a physics based invariant approach was
included that approached the detection problem from radiance space rather than reflectance.
Each of the other algorithms required an atmospheric compensation step that converts the
image into reflectance space. Two methods of performing this compensation were included in
this research. The ELM technique provided a better compensation than the FLAASH technique
but was heavily dependent on accurate ground truth.
The effects of dimensionality reduction algorithms on target detection performance was
examined as well. This analysis focused on four methods of reduction at different levels of
reduction as well as on the original image with no reduction. Results generally showed a
decrease in detection performance as the number of bands kept was reduced. It was decided
not to utilize a dimensionality reduction step for the rest of this research. There was no
clear winner among algorithms across the targets examined. Additionally, the data set being
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examined had fairly high SNR to begin with. It was decided that a dimensionality reduction
step would introduce another variable into the comparison which was not desired.
The matched filter algorithms required a description of the background as input. The
statistical matched filters require a covariance matrix describing the background. An analysis
was made of different background regions in the scene over which this background covariance
matrix could be calculated. The effect of varying the background region was analyzed in terms
of detection performance. These results showed that when target pixels were removed from the
background region, detection performance was improved. Four different regions of the scene
that did not contain targets were analyzed but no region could consistently offer an improved
performance from the full scene. The process of eliminating target pixels from the background
region is not a realistic scenario. If target locations were known then no need exists to perform
target detection. However, this work aims to compare detection algorithms so it was decided to
use this best case scenario and to incorporate this approach for other algorithms when possible.
The geometrical matched filter algorithms utilize a selection of endmembers or basis vectors
to describe the background. This research utilized the MaxD algorithm to select endmembers
from the scene. It was decided to eliminate target pixels into the input of this algorithm to
eliminate the possibility of target pixels being selected as endmembers. This approach is once
again not realistic but results in the best possible detection output. From these endmembers,
a varying number was used to describe the background in the detection algorithm. Results
showed that for this data set, 30 to 35 endmembers worked best. This number is larger than
previous work has shown but the size of the data set used for this work was much larger. The
greater total number of pixels in the image requires a larger number of endmembers to describe
all of the variability accurately.
The last type of algorithm analyzed was the physics based invariant technique. This tech-
nique required the output of numerous MODTRAN runs to estimate atmospheric parameters in
the scene. These MODTRAN runs were then combined with the target vector, sensor response
function, shape factors, and target orientation angles in a sensor reaching radiance equation.
The result was a target space describing the target spectra in radiance space. This target space
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must then be reduced in some manner to create a target subspace that can be input into the
ASD geometrical matched filter. This research looked at three different sized target spaces and
two methods of creating a target subspace from each target space. Results showed that the
utilizing a mean vector from the target subspace worked better than calculating seven basis
vectors using MaxD. The size of the target space did not have as great an impact on detection
performance as did the manner in which the target subspace was created. However, when the
mean vector was calculated, the best results generally occured if it was calculated from the
largest target space. On the other hand, when basis vectors were calculated, the best results
generally occured when they were calculated from the smallest target space.
The goal of this project was to compare the performance of different types of hyperspectral
target detection algorithms against each other. This final analysis was conducted in two groups.
Three of the four targets selected for this research were used for the final analysis. The fourth
target proved to be difficult to detect and did not follow the patterns exhibited by the other
three targets. The first group considered the results of the SAM algorithm and all of the
matched filters from the ELM compensated data. These results showed that the statistical
matched filter algorithms worked best for detecting targets with a low number of FA’s. In
terms detecting all target pixels regardless of FA’s, the statistical matched filters worked best
for two of the targets while the SAM algorithm performed best for the last one.
The second group considered in the final analysis is the results from the SAM and matched
filter algorithms on the FLAASH compensated data as well as the results from the physics based
invariant procedure. The invariant results were not compared to the ELM compensated data
because methods of compensation are not equivalent. ELM relies on ground truth measurements
that are not required for the invariant technique and therefore should produce better results.
This comparison once again showed that the statistical matched filter algorithms outperformed
all other algorithms in terms of detecting targets at a low FAR. The invariant technique showed
an improvement from traditional geometrical matched filters and the SAM algorithm performed
poorest. These results were generally the same if the overall shape of the ROC curve was used
to analyze the results based on total detection of target without regard to FA’s. The conclusion
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of this research was that statistical matched filters, specifically the ACE algorithm, provide the
best target detection performance for the targets and data set chosen here. Additionally, it
was shown that the invariant procedure used provided improved detection performance from
existing geometrical matched filters.
It was previously mentioned that one of the targets proved difficult to detect and produced
results that did not correspond with other results. This target was analyzed in greater depth
using two data plot metrics to further examine the detection outputs for target and background
pixels. These metrics highlighted the difficulty in separating target from background pixels but
did little to explain the difficulties associated with detecting this target. At this point, the
nature of the ground measured target spectra itself was analyzed. It was theorized that the
low magnitude and flat spectral shape for this target signature caused it to be difficult to
detect. This theory was tested by finding another target signature that fit this description and
performing the same target detection algorithms on it. The result of this experiment was that
the new target proved to be a difficult target to detect as well. It was possible to predict the
difficulty in detecting this target based on these spectral features. It was therefore concluded
that the results presented in this research are not extendable to targets with a low magnitude
and flat spectral signature.
This research looked at several different areas of the hyperspectral target detection chain.
There is further research to be done in all of these areas. A closer look needs to be taken at
the dimensionality reduction step of this process. Specifically, research can be conducted into
when it is appropriate and useful to conduct a dimensionality reduction step. The SNR of the
input data set and the importance of reducing processing time are two critical aspects of this
step.
In terms of target detection algorithms, the most important feature to look at is the selection
or creation of variables to describe the target and background spaces. It is essential that the ef-
fects of target pixels be omitted from the background description variables. A study on existing
or new methods for describing the background of a scene while removing target influences is an
open area for future work. This is important for both statistical and geometrical matched filter
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algorithms. An area of further research in background description specifically for geometrical
matched filters is the number of basis vectors used to describe the scenes background. It is
theorized here that the size and complexity of the input image plays a large role in determing
the number of necessary endmembers. More endmembers are needed to describe large com-
plex scenes. This research looked mostly at 30 endmembers but it is believed that even more
endmembers might show more improvement. It is also believed that too many endmembers
will decrease the detection performance of an algorithm. Research into this ideal number of
endmembers should be conducted over multiple scenes of varying complexity and size.
The difficult target in this study presents an interesting area of future research. This may
focus on methods to mask and eliminate more objects from the scene. Another direction would
be to persue methods of normalizing the mean of the target vector. This could reduce FAs due
to bright objects and improve the detection of low magnitude targets.
This research has shown statistical matched filters to be the most effective detector. It
also showed that the performance of geometrical matched filters can be improved using the
physics based invariant technique. This improvement leads to the question of whether statistical
matched filters can be improved using the invariant technique. It is believed that research into
this area will show that statistical matched filters can be improved using the physics based





Figure A.1: Color images of data sets at altitude of 5000 ft (a) Run 5 and (b) Run 16.
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Figure A.2: Color images of data sets at altitude of 10000 ft (a) Run 7 and (b) Run 22.
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Figure A.3: Color images of data sets at altitude of 20000 ft (a) Run 9 and (b) Run 24.
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Figure A.4: Flowchart for SAM algorithm.
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Figure A.5: Flowchart for ACE and CEM algorithms.
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Figure A.6: Flowchart for OSP and ASD algorithms.
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Figure A.8: DR at FAR on a common scale for
ASD Algorithm using the radiance image and






Figure A.9: ADR on a common scale for ASD
Algorithm using the radiance image and the
invariant technique to create target subspaces.
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